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Note
I am writing at face book after publishing our four books in
the year of 2010 to share and communicate our
observations, findings, conclusion etc about Leninism –the
politics of state capitalism and the so-called ‘ right of selfdetermination of nations’, and both are so dangerous
weapons against the working class to rebuild the
communist movement to form a communist party.
Not countering but Leninist bosses and beneficiaries from
Leninism or blind to Lenin of different countries has been
using to use so many slangs and so many nonsense terms
against me.
Yet, some of them are so interested to quarrel. Though, no
quarrel or no debate to win with anyone is our declared
principle. But, we are not free to respond anyone if he
make a question or differ or counter or same thing with us.
Therefore, majority posts of me is the respond and reply to
the concern people. But, different friends has been asking
me the same question again and again.
Thus, I have to decide to store my post since December2014, to publish as a collection of face book posts to
respond them easily or even they can use the said collection
within shortest time.
Generally, there was no capitation of my posts, but now I
have used the caption of every post to know said thing from
the caption to use easily to save time of everyone.
Interested persons are invited to make sure any mistake or
error of us on the basis of science of communism.

Shah Alam
1st August, 2015,
Dhaka, Bangladesh
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Face Book Posts
30-04-15.
(3) On Mayday Celebration
The historical May day is the day of only working class
to celebrate it to take more and more steps gradually to
fight against capitalist class to vanish the capitalist
society to vanish the wage slavery-the cause of miseries
of working class to end the miseries of wage slaves of the
world.
But, there is no working class party to unite the workers
of the world to fight against capitalist class to vanish it by
fighting against wage slavery to vanish the wage slavery
by the united global but forceful actions of working class
by a most modern scientific society- the communist
society.
Therefore, so many capitalist organizations including
state, political party, trade union, ILO etc & etc has been
celebrating the May day- a historical day to win the
8hours working day by the historic fight of the
revolutionary working class.
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Noted, ILO Conventions are not for the interest of
working class to fight against capitalist class by fighting
against wage slavery to vanish the wage slavery by a
communist revolution by working class alone.
Rather, ILO Conventions are for peaceful co-existence of
capitalist class and working class to increase the
production and productivity to increase the volume of
capital by exploiting the wage slaves.
Moreover, states are defunct under the rule of the IMF
but no state is free from serving the capitalist interest by
oppressing and overpowering the wage slaves, but such
states has determined as a middle man to conciliate the
disputes between the capitalist class and working class by
the ILO Conventions.
Therefore, no organization is working to serve the
working class interest if it is not against the ILO and its
Conventions. But, not only Leninist parties but also more
or less all trade unions of different countries including
Bangladesh are for ILO convention.
On the other hand May day is a historical day for wage
slaves of the world to celebrate it to take required steps to
fight against all capitalist organizations including IOL to
fight against the capitalist class to fight against wage
slavery to vanish it for the emancipation of working class
by vanishing the capitalist class.
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Therefore, celebration of the historical May day by all
such organizations those are not against the all capitalist
organizations including ILO is nothing but a heinous and
bad effort to chained the wage slaves by the rules,
conventions etc of capitalist organizations including IMF,
ILO etc & etc. Sure, working class will celebrate the
historical May day to fight against all such capitalist
organizations including the trade unions for ILO
Conventions.

(2) About Colonial Policy
Practicing the colonial policy by the revolutionary
capitalist class was so necessary to conquer the whole
world to develop the capitalist mode of production
globally.
Therefore, colonial policy was the integral part of
capitalist development by defeating the ruling class of the
pre-capitalist society where there was local, selfdependent but so poor economy.
Thus, the colonial policy was a progressive policy to
create the capitalist world by the revolutionary capitalist
class.
But, the capitalist society has become old and thereby the
disabled capitalist class has become reactionary.
Therefore, the colonial policy has lost its utility.
The winners of the 2nd world war including Leninist
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boss Stalin has founded some global syndicates including
IMF-the controller of the world economy by concluding
the outdated colonial policy.
Therefore, the number of states has been increasing but
no state have independent capacity even to determine and
fix the tax and tariff policies to earn and expend under
the rule of the IMF.
Noted, the founding members of the IMF was only 51 but
currently 198. But all states are defunct under the rule of
the IMF, thereby democracy is dead under the politics of
capitalist globalization, implemented by the global
syndicates.
Capitalist class as a whole is cheat, fraud and lair.
Therefore, the capitalist bosses including Leninist are not
free from such lie and fraud.
Therefore, Leninist bosses has been trying to ignoring
and denying the historical role the revolution capitalist
class and thereby they have been trying to ignoring not
only the facts of colonial policy, but the politics of
capitalist globalization by ending the colonial policy.
Thus, they has introduced a theory of new colonial policy
to fight against some states but not practically but in
paper to hide the rule of the global syndicates including
IMF, WTO etc to found a state of state capitalism by
occupying the state power by cheating, confusing and
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dividing the workers of the world to protect the moribund
capitalism.
Noted, the IMF has failed to avoid the recession -the noncurable disease of capitalism, by the existing conditions
of capital- (1) Reproduction; And (2) Circulation.
On the other hand Leninism-the politics of state
capitalism has not only failed but rejected by the politics
of capitalist globalization.
Therefore, falsification of bogus theory of new colony
has proved by the reality of the moribund capitalism.
Thus, working class will come forward to fight the
reactionary capitalist class globally to vanish the
capitalist class for their emancipation.

(1)Exploiter and exploited
Working class as a whole is exploited by the capitalist
class- a class of exploiters, thereby capitalist class as a
whole is not only corrupt but also fraud, cheat and lair.
Sure, working class is not only deprived to get proper
information but the capitalist class has been trying to
confusing, provoking and instigating the working class
by propagating false, bogus and fabricated stories and
information about the capital, capitalist society, role of
wage slave in commodity production, antagonistic
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relation between capitalist class and working class, class
interest, class identity, class struggle, history, politics,
science etc to protect the capitalist interest and thereby to
avoid the historical consequence of capitalist society by
communist society by the working class alone.
But, capital-the fruits of corruption of capitalist class by
exploiting the working class is not false or bogus, rather
so hard reality, produce by working class alone. So,
capital is the cause to know it along with all relations and
conditions of it.
Thus, the secret of capital has discovered by Marx.
Thereby, science of socialism by discovering the code of
capital and the code of society for change has discovered
by Marx.
Therefore, the capitalist class has frightened by the
effects of the science of communism including the
formation of the First International to unite the workers
of the world to fight against capitalist class globally to
defeat the capitalist class for communism -the historical
consequence of capitalist society.
Thus, the reactionary capitalist class tried to distorted,
disfigured the science of communism by distorting and
disfiguring the writings of Marx and Engels by Lenin and
Leninist bosses to create confusion even about socialism
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by founding a state of state capitalism at Russia and then
China, Vietnam, etc but claiming socialist states to
protect the decayed capitalism. But, failed.
However, there is no communist party- a global party of
working class to inform the working class the real facts
about capital, capitalist exploitation, capitalist society,
capitalist class, role of working class in production and to
change the capitalist society by communist society by a
communist revolution by working class alone for the
emancipation, to unite the workers of the world to fight
against capitalist class to vanish it by vanishing the
capitalist class.
So, a communist party is a historical necessity to do the
same by unmasking the ugly faces of capitalist bosses
including Lenin and Leninist bosses- an expert group of
lairs, cheaters and frauds.
More information: www.icwfreedom.org.

29-04-15.
On Discrimination among the human
being
Not color but the private property is the cause of
discrimination among the human being.
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No color is the cause of exploitation or an exploiter is not
an exploiter because of his color ,or an exploited is not an
exploited because of his color.
Sure, a buyer of labour power of a seller of labour power
is exploiter, and thereby a seller of labour power is
exploited.
Therefore, contradiction, conflict and antagonism
between the exploiters and exploiters is quite natural and
justified.
But, the contradiction, conflict and antagonism by color,
or sex or nationality, or ethnicity or language is nothing
but an artificial creation by the exploiters to confuse and
divide the sellers of labour power of the world by the
color, sex, ethnicity, language etc to protect the capitalist
mode of production.
But, unity of sellers of labour power of the world is the
first condition for the emancipation. Thus, any such
policy to divide the sellers of labour power of the world
is the cause of loss of the interest of sellers of labour
power of the world.
But, the disabled capitalist class has been using such
nonsense policies to divided the sellers of labour power
of the world by country, nation, sex, language, religion,
creed, color etc rubbishes.
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Sure. the capitalist society has become old before
publication of the manifesto of the communist party by
Marx and Engels, 1848.
Yet the reactionary capitalist class is not free to do the
nonsense not only to hide the crimes of capitalist class
against working class but also creating an artificial
contradiction and antagonism among the sellers of labour
power of the world by ignoring and denying the class
interest and class identity of working class to protect the
moribund capitalism.
No doubt, a seller of labour power is a seller of labour
power to sale it to live. Thereby, the identity of a seller of
labour power is only a seller of labour power. Thus, any
artificial identity of a seller of labour power except the
real is not only the cause of loss but also suicidal for him.
So, any step by ignoring or denying the class interest and
class identity by practicing such poisonous policies by
working class is not only cause of loss but also suicidal
for the working class.
Therefore, recent riots on the basis of the color at USA
instigated and provoked by the bosses of capitalist
interest is so harmful for the interest of the sellers of
labour power of the world.
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Thus, there is no option except rejecting the all poisonous
policies created by the capitalist class to confuse and
divide the sellers of labour power of the world by the
sellers of labour power of the world to fight against
capitalist class to vanish the capitalist system by
communism- a society free from discrimination and
disparity even by color, sex etc nonsense.
So, its the unavoidable condition to make sure the
identity of working class-the producer of capital is one
and only working class-the seller of labour power by
working class to fight against capitalist class for the
emancipation.

28-04-15.
About state
A state is a dangerous weapon of the ruling class to
oppress and overpowering the slaves and oppressed to
serve and protect the parasitic interest of the ruling class.
Though, the cost & expenditure of state in this capitalist
society is nothing but a part of surplus-value, produce by
the wage slaves-the producer of value, therefore, surplusvalue that is capital-the unpaid labour.
A government is nothing but a managerial body to
manage the state affairs to manage the capitalist system
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in this capitalist society- a society for the interest of the
exploiters of the world. Local government is the lowest
unit of the state.
Noted, executives of states and the office bearers of the
government are nothing but the mangers and officials of
ruling class to serve the interest of exploitative capitalist
class by managing the capitalist system.
Disappearance of all such weapons including state of the
exploitative capitalist class is the condition for a society
free from exploitation thereby the that new society but
free from exploitation is communist society win by only
revolutionary working class.
No doubt, a communist have no interest separate and
apart from the working class. Working class have no
interest except fight against capitalist class by fighting
against the wage slavery to vanish the wage slavery to
disappear the capitalist class for their emancipation by
the communist society- a society of all of the world,
where everyone is equally dignified thereby communist
society is a classless society, thus, there is no weapon to
rule any class.
So, communism is a society without state and politics.
Noted, the age of human being is not less than 2 hundred
thousand ( one fifth of a million) years but the age of
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class in human being is not more than 5,600 years,
thereby the age of class weapons including politics and
state are not more than 5,600 year, though the age of
modern state with police force at Greece is not more than
2,600 years.
Moreover, no such class divided society is permanent,
thereby we are living not at slavery society but capitalistthe number of it among the class divided societies is 3
but it is not free to creating all required pillars and tools
to disappear by the working class -the product of
capitalist class.
Thus, the historical consequence of capitalism is nothing
but the disappearance of capitalist society.
So, capitalist class will disappear along with all weapons
of it including state.

27-04-15.
On Earthquake
Some researchers, engineers and experts has claimed
that the waste effects of the earthquake is not only by the
earthquake but manmade. They claimed that the
construction of unplanned and earthquake non-proof
buildings, unplanned development of cities, connections
of gas by pipe, open electric line etc are the major
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factors for the huge disasters of earthquake, though the
earth quake is a natural disaster.
No doubt, mentioned action and activities by man has
been increasing the bad effects of natural disasters
including earthquake.
But, are the policy maker and implementing authorities
of such bad things all men? No.
Or, is the working class is responsible for such actions
and activities the causes of extra effects of natural
disasters or have there any role of working class to make
such nonsense policies to increase the rate of waste
effects by natural disasters including the earthquake? No.
Undoubtedly, the capitalist class- a greedy class for
capital by exploiting the wage slaves and the slave of
capital is the ruling class in this capitalist society is
totally responsible, liable and guilty for such nonsense
actions and activities to increase the rate of waste effects
of natural disasters by creating the said things to increase
their volume of capital by exploiting the wage slaves by
buying the labour power of the wage slaves to produce
anything what is profitable things for the capitalists.
Certainly sure, as a slave of capital –the greedy capitalist
class can do anything including war, killing etc for their
capitalist interest.
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In fact, exploiter and greedy capitalist class is one eyed
and blind to their capitalist interest. Thus, the capitalists
cannot think openly, properly and scientifically even
about the waste and bad effects of their greedy works
including the death and lose of themselves too by such
'man made' in fact extra and increased effects of natural
disasters but made by the capitalist class.
Experts has been suggesting to improving the condition
of existing structures to decrease the rate of damages and
lose of lives by the said waste effects of natural disaster
by taking some policies to modify and developing all
these said things including housing, gas and electricity
supply; and to face the natural disasters by taking some
advanced measures and steps, what already has taken by
some leading countries including USA.
Such suggestions are not bad.
But, will such suggested steps and measures by the
experts will reduce the miseries of working class equally
with capitalist class by the natural disasters? No.
Or, will such actions and activities on the basis of such
suggestions will defeat the nature by winning the nature
by knowing the code of nature, or have there any effort to
know the code of natural disasters including earthquake?
No.
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Noted. capitalist class is not the owner of nature and
natural resources to use such things as their wishes.
Undoubtedly, the whole human being is from the nature.
Therefore, every one of the world are fit and eligible to
use the nature and natural resources for the well being of
all members of the human being by winning the nature
by knowing the code of nature to avoid the natural
disasters to make sure the security and safety of all of the
world.
Sure, working class will win their world by defeating the
slaves of capital-the greedy capitalist class by a scientific
society where everyone is scientist to work to know the
code of nature to win the nature for the well being of all
members of the human being.

26.04.15.
On Earthquake
There are so many views including 'sin' even by the
having sex of out of marital relation is still exist for
happening the earthquake.
In fact, the exact causes of earthquake are not yet known.
Therefore, remedy from the earthquake is still unknown.
Though, there are some measures has suggested to get
relief from the effect of the earthquake.
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But, is it impossible to know the real causes of
earthquake thereby the remedy of it to make sure the
safety and security of the human being by defeating it?
No.
Have there any meaningful effort to know the real causes
and remedy of the earthquake- a dangerous thing for
living organism, specially for the normal life of human
being? Not seen. Or, have there sufficient budget to know
the exact causes of earthquake? No.
But, a meaningful and effective effort is not only
important but also unavoidable to defeat the natural
disasters including earthquake.
On the other hand war is not only unnecessary but a
dangerous thing for human being.
But, the cost for military sector of the world for war was
$ 1,776.o billions that is 2,3 % of the GDP of the world,
2014.
There are so many class weapons and tolls including UN.
IMF. state, political party etc to rule and overpowering
the working class to exploit them to accumulate capital
for the sectarian interest of the capitalist class.
And only the cost and expenditure of states are not less
than 29% of the GDP of the world in the last year.
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Undoubtedly, capitalist class as a whole have no interest
except their sectarian interest for capital. Therefore,
capitalists are not interested to invest except return their
interest by increasing the volume of capital.
Therefore, the exploiter capitalist class is free from the
meaning full responsibility to make and increase the well
being of the human being thus, the cruel and vile
capitalist class is free from taking effective and
meaningful steps to make sure the security and safety of
the whole human being by knowing the code of nature to
win the nature to defeat the natural disasters including the
earthquake.
Certainly sure, not any class weapon or toll but a
scientific society - a society free from class thereby free
from all nonsense class tolls and weapons including UN.
IMF etc is not only important but also necessary to make
sure the safety and security of human being to win the
nature including natural disasters including the
earthquake.
Moreover, so many class weapons including states are
the barrier and obstacle even to operate the relief and
salvage operation to rescue and safe the victims of the
natural disasters including earthquake by the unified
effective and meaningful effort of the whole human
being.
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But, earthquake, tsunami etc do not care any political
border.
Therefore, solution of such problems by natural disaster
is not possible in one country alone by any country.
Thus, a global effort by the whole human being of the
globe but free from political division by states -the
dangerous class weapon is necessary to defeat the natural
disasters including earthquake.
So, there is no option except vanishing the capitalist
society - a global society but divided by the so many
political border by states and classes by a classless
thereby stateless thus a global society free from politics
and political border so, a scientific society that is
communist society to make sure the security and safety
of whole human being.

24-04-15.
Existence of the reactionary capitalist
class is not because ….
The reactionary capitalist class has lost its ability to rule
the capitalist society before the manifesto of the
communist party has public,1848, written by Marx and
Engels.
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But, yet the disabled capitalist class is not only exist but
also playing ruling part to dominate the working class to
exploit to accumulate capital by paying wage.
Because, the revolutionary working class is not united to
fight against the reactionary capitalist class to disappear.
The moribund capitalism has been suffering from so
many problems and crisis under the rule of the IMF.
Thus, the reactionary capitalist class has been suffering
from insanity by the huge load of huge stocks that is
recession.
So, the reactionary capitalist class has been committing
so many crimes against humanity including militarization
of politics and war.
In spite of that the reactionary capitalist class is still exist.
Because, there is no communist party - a party of
working class to unite the workers of the world to fight
against capitalist class by fighting against wage slavery
to vanish the wage slavery system by vanishing the
capitalist class by vanishing the selling and buying
system by vanishing the private property with all rights
of inheritance by a communist revolution- a global but
ever biggest event, imposed by the reactionary capitalist
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class by the revolutionary working class alone to win
communism- the historical consequence of capitalism.
Therefore, a communist party is a historical necessity to
do the same job for communism.
More information: FOR COMMUNISM, a booklet,
published by the ICWF @ www.icwfreedom.org .

23-04-15.
About Bolshevik Party
Was the Bolshevik party a working class party? No.
Was the Bolshevik party against wage slavery? No.
Was the Bolshevik party against selling and buying ? No.
Was the Bolshevik party against private property? No.
Was the Bolshevik party against right of inheritance ?
No.
Was the Bolshevik party against exploitation? No.
Was the Bolshevik party against classes ? No.
Was the Bolshevik party against class rule? No.
Was the Bolshevik party against class weapons? No.
Was the Bolshevik party against state ? No.
Was the Bolshevik party against penal code? No.
Was the Bolshevik party against punishment? No.
Was the Bolshevik party against war? No.
Was the Bolshevik party against killing ? No.
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Was the Bolshevik party against discrimination ? No.
Was the Bolshevik party against disparity ? No.
Was the Bolshevik party against sexism ? No.
Was the Bolshevik party against parasiticism ? No.
Was the Bolshevik party against commodity production?
No.
Was the Bolshevik party against capital ? No.
Was the Bolshevik party against capitalist system ? No.
Was the Bolshevik party against capitalist society ? No.
Was the Bolshevik party against capitalist class? No.
Was the Bolshevik party for a communist revolution ?
No.
Was the Bolshevik party for vanishing the wage slavery ?
No.
Was the Bolshevik party for vanishing the selling and
buying ? No.
Was the Bolshevik party for vanishing the exploitation?
No.
Was the Bolshevik party for vanishing the all ideologies
? No.
Was the Bolshevik party for vanishing the capitalist
system ? No.
Was the Bolshevik party for vanishing the capitalist
class? No.
Was the Bolshevik party for vanishing the all class
weapons? No.
Was the Bolshevik party for a society free from the
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commodity? No.
Was the Bolshevik party for a society free from capital?
No.
Was the Bolshevik party for a society free from classes?
No.
Was the Bolshevik party for a society free from the war?
No.
Was the Bolshevik party for a society free from killing,
rape etc? No.
Was the Bolshevik party for a society free from
discrimination? No.
Was the Bolshevik party for a society free from sexism?
No.
Was the Bolshevik party for a society free from
ideologies? No.
Was the Bolshevik party for a scientific society? No.
Was the Bolshevik party for science of communism? No.
Was the Bolshevik party a global party? No.
Was the Bolshevik party a communist revolutionary
party? No.
Therefore, there is no reason to consider the Bolshevik
party as a communist party to unite the workers of the
world to fight against capitalist class by fighting wage
slavery to vanish the wage slavery system by a
communist revolution by working class alone, for
communism- a society free from the exploitation thereby
its free from classes and class weapons thus, communist
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society is a global society and it’s a scientific society to
work to win the nature.
Thus, all the stories about the Bolshevik party are
nothing but a well planed but ill motivated political
propaganda to confuse the working class about
communist party, communist revolution and communism
to serve the capitalist interest to protect the decayed
capitalist society from its historical consequence-the
communist society.
In details: Fall of USSR Self-Term, a book, published by
the ICWF, @ www.icwfreedom.org.

22-04-15.
No difference between the both disciples
of Jesus and Lenin on birthday
celebration:
What is the difference between the disciples of Jesus and
Lenin when they both groups are holding the slavery
concepts to worship to both of them even by celebrating
their birth days as considering them as so great or extraordinary?
But, all are equally dignified in communism- a society of
liberty and freedom of all thus, there is no room for any
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extra-ordinary in communism thereby communist society
is free from all such nonsense concepts of slavery to
worship.
Jesus had never thought about a society where there is no
master or great man or he never claimed that he was for
communism.
But, Lenin has claimed that he was a communist.
Though, Lenin had founded a state of state capitalism
where he was chief executive to maintain it to exploit the
wage slaves to accumulate capital, and thereby he was a
so-called great leader to lead the such nonsense absolute
dictatorship by ending the even bargaining power of the
sellers of labour power-the wage slaves of his state, in
fact he was the gang leader of the exploiters.
Undoubtedly, no master, no lord were free from
exploitation for their parasitic interest but they have to
used to claim that they were the extra-ordinary thus, it’s
the task of slaves and others to worship to the masters
and lords to live by the grace of them.
J.Stalin - a disciple of Lenin has claimed that Lenin was a
so great and extra-ordinary one and USSR was not
founded if Lenin was not born therefore, Lenin was a
master by Stalin too.
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He was Stalin who has re-introduced the Pyramid culture
of Egypt to protect the dead body of Lenin by a huge
cost- a part of surplus-value, produce by the wage slaves.
Sure, Stalin has claimed that Lenin was the guide and
savior etc nonsense of the people of the USSR by the
national
anthem,
introduced
by
Stalin.
Therefore, disciples of Lenin has been practicing the
slavery culture of Egypt introduced by the Pharaoh
Dynasty.
More details: Lenin Cheat & Betraying Marx So IMF
The World Lord And .... or Fall of USSR Self-Term,
books, published by the ICWF @ www.icwfreedom.org.

21-04-15.
Worship and slavery
He who is not free from worship to any hero is not free
from the nonsense concepts of slavery.
He who is not free from worship to any cult is not free
from the nonsense concepts of slavery.
He who is not free from worship to any leader is not free
from the nonsense concepts of slavery.
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He who is not free from worship to any master is not free
from the nonsense concepts of slavery.
He who is not free from worship to any man is not free
from the nonsense concepts of slavery.
He who is not free from worship to any one is not free
from the nonsense concepts of slavery.
Masters- the founder of slavery society has introduced
the customs of worship to control, oppress and
overpowering the slaves for their sectarian parasitic
interest by denial the dignity of human being by dividing
the
human
being
as
master
and
slave.
Capitalists are not free from such nonsense division
among the human being by introducing the wage slavery
to exploit the wage slaves to accumulate capital-the
unpaid labour.
All exploiters that is masters, lords and capitalists have
been trying to create some artificial but political
concepts, ideas and ideologies that the slaves cannot live
without them. Therefore, loyalties of slaves to the
exploiters is the condition to live. Thus, masters, lords
and capitalists are not only extra-ordinary but they are so
great to allow the slaves including wage slaves to live.
But, the reality is that no exploiter can live without
slaves, because, exploiters do not produce anything
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except such nonsense ideas, ideologies, creeds, concepts
etc those are nothing but ill motivated lie and a
combination of fabricated and false stories but political
propaganda about the earth, life, production, value,
capital, property ship etc for the interest of the private
property holders thus, these ideologies in fact, politics is
based on the private property -the cause of all evils to
live a luxurious but parasitic life by the production of
slaves.
Undoubtedly, wage slaves have no need any capitalistthe exploiter of capitalist society to live; Because, wage
slaves are the producer of value, therefore, surplus- value
that is capital.
Even, Spartacus - a slave along with other slaves has
proved that they can live without masters by their
historical revolt.
Sure. working class will win a society by vanishing the
capitalist society, where there is no slavery thus, there is
no parasitic people- the master, hero, leader, guide, or
extra-ordinary to teach, or lead or guide or save any one
because, there is no slave but all are equally dignified in
communism- a society of liberty and freedom of all.
So, all such worship is unthinkable in communism.
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But, Lenin, Trotsky, Stalin, Mao. Ho-Chi, Kim, Che etc
Leninist bosses?
None of them is free from cultism. Even, Mao was the
great teacher of the China nation and KIM -the founder
of Kim Dynasty is the immortal leader, guide and savior
of the people of DPKR by the constitutions of their
respective state but Leninist states are state of state
capitalism.
Therefore, no Leninist is communist and Lenin was a
liar.
In details: Lenin Cheat & Betraying Marx So IMF The
World Lord And-------------, a book, published by the
ICWF @ www.icwfreedom.org.

20-04-15.

CPI(M) IS A SO REACTIONARY
PARTY
He who say that the CPI(M) is a party of working class
by denying the fact, even ignoring its symbol along with
scythe just to confuse the workers or to win in talking by
any cost, is he a liar or cheater or fraud?
Was the Bolshevik party a party of working class to unite
the workers of the world to fight against capitalist class
by fighting against wage slavery to vanish it by a
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communist revolution by the working class alone for
communism? No.
The CPI(M) is a Leninist party thereby the origin of it is
the said Bolshevik party, thus, the CPI(M) is not a
working class party, even by the origin of it.
Peasants are not only conservative but also reactionary
and working class alone revolutionary in this epoch, by
the description of the manifesto of the communist party.
No doubt, such formulation about the class role in this
epoch is quite right and ok .
Noted, the fruit of union of a horse and ass is nothing but
a mule. Therefore, the combination of reactionary
peasants and revolutionary working class is nothing but a
so reactionary force.
Undoubtedly, the CPI(M) is a party with a combination
of peasants, nationalists, workers etc.
Therefore, the CPI(M) is nothing but a so reactionary
party to serve the capitalist interest by exploiting the
wage slaves to develop the so-called national economy
by increasing the volume of capital-the unpaid labour by
supporting, defending and protecting the constitution of
India - a constitution for capitalist interest, by the terms
and conditions of the registration as a political party of
India.
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Thereby, the CPI(M) has manufactured a fake manifesto
of the communist party by disfiguring the original by
Marx and Engels to justify the Leninist misdeeds of it
against working class.
In details: Leninists [ CPSU-CPI(M)] has done fraud in
translation of the manifesto of the communist party too, a
book, published by the ICWF @ www.icwfreedom.org .

19-04-15.
RAPE WILL BE AN UNKNOWN WORD
IN SOCIALISM
Rape is a nonsense term but still exist, though there are
so many politicians has been committing to reduce it.
But, are they against rape, if they are not against the
private property-the cause of rape? No.
Are they for disappearing rape, if they are not for
disappearing the private property-the cause of rape? No.
Noted. capitalists are not against the private property -the
cause of all evils including hijacking, robbery, stealing,
corruption etc nonsense but they are very much against
robbery, hijacking, stealing, corruption to protect their
private property.
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Thus, such intention of capitalists are nothing except an
funny effort and failed game.
Because, the capitalist private property is nothing but the
fruit of corruption, because capital is unpaid labour.
Similarly,politicians mainly masters, lords etc has
introduced the law and rules against rape or having sex
out of marriage not because of that they were against
rape rather, they were very much for a virgin to rape in
bed room by chained girls by the chain of the private
property to protect their property by their legitimate
inheritances by declaring that not women but men are
only active partner to do the same job to reproduce the
inheritance by the choice of male in any time; Even a
husband have no need to consider the ill health condition
of his wife- a female but a sex slave owned by a male.
Still, there are politicians to do the same. How funny!
Sure, politicians are interested to do politics with rape to
gain their political interest thus, they do not hesitate to
politicize the rape for their political interest, but they are
not against the private property to vanish it by working
class alone. Really sad.
Undoubtedly, working class will vanish the capitalist
private property.
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Therefore, the very nonsense term ' rape' will be an
unknown word in socialism, win by the working class
alone.

18-04-15.
POVERTY IS UNTHINKABLE IN
SOCIALISM
No country of the world is free from poverty- an artificial
creation of the capitalist class.
Per head average income of the world population was not
less than $ 12,500 in the last year. But, 14.5 % of the
total population was bellow extreme poverty line that is
they had no ability to spend $1.2 per day per head by the
report of the World Bank.
But, World Bank is working for a poverty free world
since its birth,1945.
There were so many politicians in this world those who
committed to make their respective country free from
poverty. But, failed.
The rate of poverty in USA- 15% (2012); Japan-16.1%
(2012); Germany-19.9% (2011); France - 13.5% (2010)
and UK-5.5% (2010).
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These are the 5 big members of the World Bank by their
share.
In spite of that there are so many politicians and
economists those are yet committing to free their
respective countries from the poverty!
How funny.
Noted, there are sellers and buyers to produce commodity
to accumulate capital by paying the wage to the wage
slaves-the sellers of labour power and the producer of
capita in capitalist system. Therefore, capital is nothing
but the unpaid part of commodity or unpaid labour by
paying wage to the sellers of labour power by the buyers
of labour power-the capitalist class . Thus, wage slaves
are essential and unavoidable factors to maintain the
capitalist system by the capitalist class.
So, if there is no seller of labour power then who will
produce capital, if there is no poverty? Or who will
produce the capital to run the capitalist society ?
Sure, all poor are not sellers of labour power but the
sellers of labour power are in general poor, because they
have no means of production, transportation and
communication to live. Thus, they are sellers of labour
power to produce capital.
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Really, if any one have the ownership of any means of
production, transportation and communication, he is at
least rich, then why he will go for sale his labour power?
On the other hand capital cannot exist without
reproduction and circulation.
So, if there is capital, there is wage slavery and if there is
wage slavery there is poor. Thus, there is no scope to be
free from poverty in capitalism.
Thereby, Capitalist bosses, politicians, economist etc are
not only liar but also fraud and cheat even about poverty.
But, the term poverty is unthinkable in socialism, win by
working class alone by defeating the cheater and liar
capitalist class.

17-04-15.
Girls are not commodity but yet treated:
Girls are not commodity to sale, but yet treated, because
there is private property -the cause of all evils.
Girls are nor sex doll to use, but yet treated, because
there is private property-the cause of sexism.
Women are not property to belong or owned by males ,
but yet treated, because there is private property- the
cause of all nonsense.
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Women are not sex slave of male but yet treated, because
there is private property- the cause of all slavery
including wage.
Women are not reproductive machine to produce the
inheritances for husbands, but yet treated, because there
is private property to protect it by the legitimate
inheritances- the cause of all violence even against
women including rape.
Women are not lower caste but yet treated, because, there
is private property- the cause of all disparity and
discrimination among the human being.
Women are not weakened but yet treated, because there
is private property- the cause of all such nonsense
political concepts, ideas etc but unscientific about the
human body and functions of human body.
Women are not the cause of crime, but yet treated,
because, there is private property - the cause of all crimes
including killing, rape.
Therefore, if there is no private property, there is no
reason to consider the girls and women as commodity,
sex doll, sex slave, reproductive machine etc nonsense.
Thus, there is no reason to commit crime and violence
even against women including rape, in a new society
where there is no private property.
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So, there is no reason to exist any such disparity and
discrimination among the human being even by sex, in a
society where there is no private property.
Rather, all are members of a human being with full sense
of humanity in a society where there is no private
property.
Therefore, all are free to do anything including love and
union, in a society where there is no private property.
Thus, there is no option except abolition the private
property to be free from all nonsense concepts, ideas
about girls and women as they are sex slave or property
of males etc.
So, the abolition of private property is unavoidable
condition to free the whole human being from such
crimes including rape, violence.
Undoubtedly, the working class- the producer of capital,
will vanish the private property for the emancipation.

16-04-15.
Producer of working class
Working class is not the product of a nation or country,
but its the product of capitalist class- the exploiter of it by
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paying wage to produce of commodity to accumulate
capital.
Thereby, workers have no nation and country, but they
have
a
world.
Therefore, not any nation or country but the capitalist
class is the enemy of working class.
Thus, the antagonist relation of working class- the seller
of labour power is not with any nation or country but
with capitalist class- the buyer of labour power.
So, the fight of working class is not with any nation or
country but with capitalist class -based on private
property, the cause of all evils including the miseries of
working class to win their world for the emancipation of
workers of the world by defeating and vanishing the
capitalist class.
But, every Leninist party have a nation and country to
love and confirm the self-determination of right of nation
and develop the national economy by founding a state of
state capitalism by exploiting the wage slaves-the
producer of capital.
Therefore, no Leninist party is the party of working class
to unite the workers of the world to fight against
capitalist class to win the world by defeating and
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vanishing the capitalist class for a society free from
exploitation.
So, No Leninist Party is a communist party.
In details: No Leninist party is communist party, a book,
published by the ICWF @ www.icwfreedom.org .

15.04-15.
Saying black and white is not bad
but good
We can say a liar is a liar. So, the use of the very word
liar against a liar is not slang rather, a man he who is
against lie is quite right to use the said word against a
liar.
We can say a cheater is a cheater. So, the use of the very
word cheater against a cheater is not slang rather, a man
he who is against cheat is quite right to use the said word
against a cheater.
We can say a fraud is a fraud . So, the use of the very
word fraud against a fraud is not slang rather, a man he
who is against fraud is quite right to use the said word
against a fraud.
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We can say a rapist is a rapist . So, the use of the very
word rapist against a rapist is not slang rather, a man he
who is against rape is quite right to use the said word
against a rapist.
We can say an exploiter is an exploiter. So, the use of the
very word exploiter against an exploiter is not slang
rather, a man he who is against the exploitation is quite
right to use the said word against an exploiter.
We can say a killer is a killer. So, the use of the very
word killer against a killer is not slang rather, a man he
who is against killing is quite right to use the said word
against a killer.
But. no one can say anyone even a stupid if he did not
commit stupidity, rather use of such words against any
one without proof is not only slang but also defamatory
thereby crime.
We have a book as ; Lenin Cheat & Betraying Marx So
IMF the World Lord and.. ... published by the ICWF, @
www.icwfreedom.org. Undoubtedly, any one including
Leninist bosses or blind to Lenin or supporter of Lenin
have right to defend themselves by proving falsification
our findings, views on the basis of SCIENCE OF
COMMUNISM-discovered by Marx or marking the
false records used by us to say Lenin as a fraud and
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cheater , what we said on the basis of such false records.
Therefore, they have every right to say anything against
us even they are free to make sure our punishment for our
crimes if they can prove by the official records of Lenin.
But, no one have right to say me even a " mad" or " agent
of CIA" or a " NGO" lord etc nonsense without
defending Lenin properly by proving our ill motivated
lie, or false statement against Lenin as a cheater and
betrayer.
Therefore, if any one can say such rubbishes against us
without proving our ill motive to branded Lenin as
cheater is not only use of slang words against us rather,
use of such nonsense terms is defamatory. Thanks to all.

14-04-15.
SOCIALISM IS UNAVOIDABLE AND
INEVITABLE
Capitalism is a society of numerous commodities.
Therefore, capitalism is a society of selling and buying to
reproduce commodities to accumulate capital.
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Thus, a seller of a commodity have no need to look or
search the nationality, ethnicity, religion, language, color,
sex etc of a buyer of his commodity.
Because, he have no scope to exist as a seller of a
commodity
without
selling
his
commodities.
Thus, selling of a commodity is the target of a sellers not
only to survive but also to exist as a seller.
So, a seller have no option to look or search the
nationality, ethnicity, religion, language, color, sex etc of
a buyer of his commodity.
In fact, a commodity have no identity except a
commodity to use by any one irrespective of identity of
its user by the condition of the production of commodity.
So, a owner of a commodity have no identity except a
owner of a commodity to exist by making sure the sale of
his commodity.
But, the capitalist class- the sellers of commodities,
produce by wage slaves, has been trying to spreading the
ideas, concepts etc about patriotism, nationalism, racism,
sexism, etc nonsense to increase their sale rate to the
targeted groups gripped, blinded and chained by such
ideas, concepts to avoid the completion with other sellers
of same commodities from other places or identified by
sex, color, language, religion, nationality etc.
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Such steps to create a hateful situation among the buyers
of commodities by the concepts of nationality, ethnicity,
religion, language, sex, color etc is not only selfcontradictory but also the limitation of the capitalist class
as a whole to exist as capitalist.
On the other hand wage slaves are sellers of their
commodity- the labour power, thus, they have no scope
to look or search the identity of the buyers of labour
power by nationality, ethnicity, religion, language, sex,
color etc to exist and live as wage slave.
Because, they have no means of production and of
exchange thus, they have no scope to live without selling
their labour power- the commodity of them.
Therefore, holding any such concepts to branded by the
nationality, religion, language, color, sex etc by any wage
slave is not only cause of lose but also dangerous, even to
some extend its suicidal for him.
But, capitalists bosses including Leninist still succeeded
to fall down and gripped the wage slaves-the sellers of
labour power in such emotional but false ideas, concepts
of nationality, religion, language, sex etc.
Thus, a wage slaves but provoked, gripped and chained
by such emotional but dangerous and suicidal concepts
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for him is the cause of losing even his bargaining
capacity to sale his commodity by the cost of product.
Therefore, miseries of such types of wage slaves
provoked and chained by the such dangerous ideas,
concepts etc has been increasing gradually.
As a buyer the capitalist class is gainer by using the any
policy which is useful and effective to divide the wage
slaves of the world.
Leninism- the politics so-called right of selfdetermination of nations and state capitalism is so helpful
to help the capitalist class to create such dangerous
situation and conditions for the wage slaves to loss even
the class identity of wage slaves as wage slave .
In spite of that,the capitalist bosses of the world has
compelled to accept the politics of globalization to make
sure the free movement of commodity and capital-the
unpaid party of commodity all over the world by
founding some global syndicates including IMF, WTO
etc to make the market free for commodity to sale.
But, as a ruler of the capitalist society -the capitalist
bosses yet not agreed to free the whole world market for
the sellers of labour power to bargain freely with the
buyers of labour power.
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Thus, there are so many states so, there are many
boundaries to limit and restrict the movement of wage
slaves.
Such steps are not only self-contradictory but also
limitation of the disabled capitalist class.
Therefore, there is recession that is stock of commodity
by the such limitation and self-contradiction of the
disabled capitalist class and moribund capitalism.
Thus, the IMF has failed to protect the capitalist class to
survive and exist by selling their commodities, thus, there
is recession- the non-curable disease of capitalism by the
existing conditions of capital- (1) Re-production; and (2)
Circulation.
The consequence of repeated recession that is the
outcome of such self-contradiction and limitation of the
reactionary capitalist class and moribund capitalism is the
socialization of means of production, transportation and
communication by ending the production of commodity.
And that is SOCIALISM.
Thus, there is no option except socialism by the historical
consequence of so waste capitalism by the existing
conditions of capital.
So, socialism is unavoidable and inevitable.
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14-04-15.
On making question to everything
It’s not bad though there are so many restriction on
making question to know the facts even about the facts
about birth rather, it’s so important to raise the question
to every thing and every one to know the fact to live in
reality to practice science-the code of creation, to win a
scientific society, where there is no unscientific concepts,
creeds etc, for a scientific life that is a life to work freely
to know the code of nature , to realize nature, to win
nature for a ever green life full with full sense of
humanity thereby every one is free to do anything
including love and union and that is the freedom and
liberty.
Therefore, a lover of freedom and liberty have no option
except to raise the question to every one and every thing
to know the reality to fight against all unscientific
concepts, creeds, ideologies including Leninism-the
corruption of science of communism, discovered by
Marx.
Certainly sure, a communist have no option except
practicing the science to fight against all existing
concepts, ideas, ideologies, customs, rules, traditions,
cultures etc introduced by the masters, lords and
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capitalists to chain the slaves including wage slaves-the
producer of capital but not owner of the means of
production and exchange for their parasitic interest to
disappear all such rotten rubbishes including various
functions of various celebrations for various days of
various masters, lords including new year by the united
action of workers of the world for the freedom and
liberty of all by a communist society.

13-04-15.
(2)

On New year Festival

Celebration of new year's day as a festival by various
functions including fair is more or less, cultures, customs
and traditions all over the world introduced by the
parasitic section of the human being for their parasitic
interest even to popularize, spread and increase the
mythical concepts about their masters and lords.
Undoubtedly, no new year day is more or less important
than a day of 365 days -the orbiting time of the Earth, but
active by the Sun light.
Therefore, there is no reason to be good by celebrating
the new year day. Even, there is no effect in the orbiting
time of the Earth to get some more Sun light - the source
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of all earthly lives in this particular day by celebrating
such functions.
But, such functions are so useful and effective to spared
the unscientific concepts about the good and bad of a
human being by ignoring the real cause -the existing
conditions of the society -ruled by the parasitic section of
the society.
Sure, capitalist class as a whole -the last and final
parasitic class of the history is benefited by celebrating
such non-festival days as festival in various way even by
increasing the amount of selling their commodities to
earn more money. Moreover, capitalists has been gaining
the high rate of political interest by observing such
functions to create a false and foul but emotional
nationalist concepts among the wage slaves to create an
artificial unity to fight against an artificial but
manufactured unseen enemies to get better lives in this
capitalist system-the cause of miseries of the working
class by denying and ignoring the class identity and class
interest of working class.
But, facts remain that the capitalists are exploiter thereby,
they are not friends of wage slaves-the exploited class
thus, a wage slaves have no scope to unite with his
exploiter except losing his interest. Even, such friendly
unity is not only harmful but also suicidal for the
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working class. But, such cultures, customs, traditions to
celebrate the new years are so effective to influence,
confuse the wage slaves to fall down in the Ocean of
mythological concepts by creating more and more
harmful and suicidal conditions for the wage slaves of the
world. Therefore, the capitalist class has been introducing
so many events to increase the effect of such poisonous
environment to kill and damage the class concepts the
wage slaves as wage slaves to exploit them more safely.
Sure, wage slaves- the product of capitalist class to
produce capital have no nation and country; but they
have a world to win by losing their chain for their
emancipation. Certainly sure, wage slaves of the will do
so by their united action by rejecting all such nonsense.
Noted, not all but, there are so many calendar years has
been counting from the various days including birth,
migration etc dates of some masters, lords to make sure
their political authority of concern masters and lords by
memorizing them by using the respected calendars to
gripped and chained the people by the slavery concepts. .
The calendar of the DPRK has been counting from the
birth day of the Kim, the founder of the Kim dynasty- a
waste state of the world.
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Bengali new year celebration has been considering as one
of the most important festivals by the reactionary
capitalists including Leninist parties.
But, the Bengali calendar has introduced by the Mogal
Emperor Akbor, India to maximize the revenue of his
Government by collecting the rent and tax from the
tenants of Bengal by the last day of the Bengali year.
Therefore, beneficiaries form the tenant system were so
pleased by gaining the huge money to expend by
creating the huge miseries of the tenants Thus, the
exploiters were very happy and interested to celebrate the
new year’s day as a festival day by various functions
along with fair to expend by various way including
gambling.
Emperor Akbar was not a Bengali speaking people even
his origin is not from Bengal, rather his ancestor Babar
was from the outside of the India and he was an invader
and conqueror of India.
Sure, capitalists including Leninist bosses of both the
Bengal has been claiming that they are for Bengali
nationalism but they has been practicing the cultures,
customs, festivals etc, introduced by even not an Indian
by origin.
How funny!
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Noted, it’s not by ignorance of them but an ill motivated
bad effort to serve the capitalist interest.

13-04-15.
(1) On Bengali new year festival
The Mogul Emperor Akbar, India, has introduced the
Bengali calendar to maximize the revenue of his
government by collecting the tax and rent from the
tenants by targeting the main harvesting season of crop,
mainly paddy.
The last day of the Bengali year is the last date to pay all
dues
by
the
tenants.
Therefore, the every last day of the Bengali year was a
good day not only for the Emperor of India but also for
the collectors of rent and tax to earn.
But, what was the condition of the tenants? So sad, very
bad.
So many of them has left their birth land at night,
because of failure to pay the rent by the last date of the
year. Torture, penalty, punishment etc rubbishes were
regular things for the tenants by the collectors and
officials of the Emperor.
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Noted, Assam, India was not the land of Bengali
speaking people but still there are so many Bengalese .
Because, their ancestors has migrated to Assam to save
their lives from the brutalities of parasitic people -the tax
and rent collectors and officials of the Emperor including
Emperor himself.
Parasitic people has introduced the new year celebration
to enjoy and expend the foul incomes without labour by
different way including various fairs.
Nothing change in everyday lives of the wage slaves by
any new year.
In fact, the first day or last of a year is not the
determining factor for the wage slaves.
But, the capitalist class has been trying to confuse and
provoked the wage slaves to celebrate the new year’s
events for the betterment of their lives.
The capitalist has been trying to selling a lot of
commodities by arranging so many functions to celebrate
the new years day.
Undoubtedly, miseries of wage slaves will not disappear
except the disappearance of wage slavery along with all
nonsense including such celebration of new year festivals
and all cultures, customs and traditions introduced by the
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parasitic section of the society for their sectarian parasitic
interest.
Sure, wage slaves of the world will win their world by
vanishing wage slavery along with all such rubbishes
including celebrating the new year’s festivals.

12-04-15.
Was Lenin a Communist?
Was Lenin against man rule by man ? No.
But, communism is a society free from rule man by man.
Was Lenin was for ending rule man by man by working
class? No.
But, socialism is a society win by working class alone,
where there is no rule man by man.
Was Lenin against political power, politics and political
party to disappear all these class weapons to vanish these
by a communist revolution by the working class alone?
No.
But, communism as a classless society is free from all
such class weapons to rule and oppressed.
Noted, politics is nothing but a organized power to
oppress and overpowering the others, introduced by the
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masters for their parasitic interest and inherited by the
capitalist class- the last and latest parasitic of the history,
based on private property.
The age of human being is not less than 2,00,000 years
but the age of private property, class, class rule, class
oppression, class weapons - ideology that is religion-the
politics of masters, kingdom, king -the supreme politician
in his kingdom etc are not more than 5,600 years.
But, capitalism has been creating all conditions to destroy
the private property by the existing conditions of capital,
thereby, working class- the product of not any nation or
country but the exploiter capitalist class will vanish the
private property along with all nonsense, originated from
the private property.
Was Lenin against the capitalist mode of production to
vanish it by a communist revolution- a global event,
imposed by the reactionary capitalist class for the
commune/ social/ common ownership of the means of
production, transportation and communication? No.
But, socialism/communism is a society with
commune/social/ common ownership of the means of
production, transportation and communication to
produce, transport and communicate all required social
necessities by the all able bodied with an association of
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all of the world to coordinate, transport and communicate
all required things to the all of the world.
Was Lenin against all nonsense and rubbishes including
ideologies, originated from the private property for a
scientific society, win by only working class by
disappearing the capitalist class, currently suffered by
serious and dangerous insanity ? No.
But, socialism/communism is a scientific society thus, its
free from all nonsense unscientific things including
Leninism-the corruption of science of communism,
discovered by Marx by discovering the code of capital
and
the
code
of
society
for
change.
Was Lenin for a communist revolution- the culmination
of contradiction of sellers and buyers of labour power of
the world to end the exploitation -the cause contradiction
between the capitalist class and working class as sellers
and buyers of labour power to produce commodity to
accumulate capital? No.
Rather, he founded a state of state capitalism by a planed
military coup, where the rate of exploitation was much
higher than USA.
But, a communist society is the outcome of the
contradiction of sellers and buyers of labour power of the
world.
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Was Lenin has served the interest of working class? No.
Rather, he served the capitalist interest by his politics of
state capitalism and so-called right of self-determination
of nations to protect the decayed capitalism by confusing
and dividing the workers of the world by nation, country
and a false & bogus political but motivated propaganda
about socialism, capitalism, communist party, communist
revolution, communism etc.
Therefore, Lenin was a historical cheater and fraud by
practicing the Leninist politics by committing huge
crimes against the working class.
But, communism is society free from all such crimesoriginated from the private property.
So, Lenin was never a communist.
In details: Fall of USSR Self-Term, a book, published by
the ICWF, @ www.icwfreedom.org .

10-04-15.
Was Lenin a Communist?
Was Lenin against wage slavery? No.
But, a communist is against wage slavery.
Was Lenin for vanishing the wage slavery by the
working class ? No.
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But, a communist is for vanishing the wage slavery by
the working class.
Was Lenin against the production of commodity? No.
But, a communist is against the production of
commodity.
Was Lenin for vanishing the commodity production
system? No.
But, a communist is for vanishing the commodity
production system.
Was Lenin against capital-the unpaid labour? No.
But, a communist is against capital.
Was Lenin for vanishing the capital-the unpaid part of
commodity?No. .
But, a communist is for the vanishing the capital-the fruit
of unfairness.
Was Lenin against exploitation ? No.
But, a communist is against exploitation.
Was Lenin against the selling and buying system? No.
But, a communist is against selling and buying system.
Was Lenin for vanishing the selling and buying system
by the working class to end the exploitation and miseries
of wage slaves for the emancipation of wage slaves? No.
But, a communist is working for the same aim.
Was Lenin against the trade and commerce ? No.
But, a communist is the against trade and commerce.
Was Lenin for disappearance of the trade and commerce?
No.
But, a communist is for the disappearance of the trade
and commerce.
Was Lenin against the private property-the cause of all
evils? No.
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But, a communist is against the private property.
Was Lenin for abolition of the private property-the cause
of all discrimination among the human being including
sex? No.
But, a communist is for abolition of the private property
with all rights of inheritance.
Was Lenin against the killing, violence, torture etc
nonsense? No.
But, a communist is against the killing, violence, torture
etc nonsense those are against humanity.
Was Lenin for disappearing the killing, violence etc
nonsense by the united action of workers of the world ?
No.
But, a communist is for disappearance of the killing,
violence, rape etc nonsense by the united action of
workers of the world.
Was Lenin against class weapons and tools including
political party, state to vanish it by the working class
alone ? No.
But, a communist is for the vanishing of all class
weapons and tools including political party by the
working class alone for communism - a classless society.
Was Lenin against the reactionary peasants? No.
But, a communist is against all reactionary forces
including peasants to vanish all such reactionaries by the
working class alone.
Was Lenin against ideology to vanish it by a communist
revolution by the working class alone for a scientific
society-socialism? No.
But, a communist is a scientists is for the vanishing of all
ideologies including Leninism-the corruption of science
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of communism, discovered by Marx for scientific society
by working class alone.
So, Lenin was never a communist.

09-04-15.
WAR
War is nothing but a well planed and well organized
brutalities including killing, destruction, rape etc
nonsense by the decisions of the politicians to gain or
regain and protect the political power to serve and
protect the parasitic interest to serve the interest of
private property.
But, the working class will end the war by ending the
parasitic interest by ending the politics by ending the
private property with all rights of inheritance.
Sure, the workers of the Paris ( France ) has proved that
they were not for killing and destruction though they
were fall down and defeated in a civil war, 1871,by the
capitalists class-the parasitic class of this epoch.
No doubt, professionals for war are nothing but a
dangerous human tools as killers and destroyers, But,
working class is the producer of value, therefore surplusvalue that is capital thus, the workers are not for killing
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and destruction. Rather, working class as a whole for
creation and protection.
History proved that the brutality including killing, rape,
arson etc nonsense has introduced by the masters by the
emergence of the private property. Thus, there was no
arm forces to kill or destruction before the emergence of
the private property. Thereby, the masters were the
creator of the arms forces. Lords and capitalists are not
free from the private property, therefore, capitalist class
also not only inherited the arms forces rather capitalist
class has been improving the arms forces along with most
modern equipments and fire arms.
In fact, if there is arms forces to kill and destruct, then
there is want of peace.
Even, if there is killer there is brutality thus, there is
violence, rape, arson etc heinous jobs thereby, the human
being is not free from barbarity, incivility etc nonsense in
a society where there is lawful killers to protect the
private property – the cause of all nonsense brutalities
and cruelties.
So, there is no option except abolish the private property
along with all weapons and tolls including the arms
forces or lawful professional killers for the uninterrupted
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peace and a civilized, polite and lovely human being with
full sense humanity.
In fact, no one is with full sense of humanity where there
is private property along with all nonsense class weapons
and tools including arm forces, political party etc to
serve and protect the interest of private property
Therefore, he who is not against the private property- the
cause of war is not against the war thereby, he is not
against killing, destruction, rape, arson etc vile jobs, thus,
he is not for uninterrupted peace, so he is not for love,
politeness, civilization, and a human being with full
sense of humanity.
Thus, only the working class is only the hope for the best
future to make sure a war free thereby killing, violence,
rape etc nonsense free world with a civilized, polite and
lovely human being with full sense of humanity.
Noted, war crime is nothing but the violation of the rules
of war game.

06-04-15.
On Political Parties of India
BJP, Congress, SP or BSP, TMC etc political
parties of India are for wage slavery to
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accumulate the capital by exploiting the wage
slaves by paying wage for their labour power to
produce commodity.
CPI(M), CPI, RSP, FB etc left parties of India are
not against wage slavery to fight it to vanish for
the emancipation.
Rather, Leninist parties and fractions of Leninist
camp of India are also for capitalist development
in India by exploiting the wage slaves.
Noted, capital is nothing but the unpaid part of
commodity or unpaid labour. So, there is no scope
to accumulate capital except exploiting the wage
slaves.
Therefore, there is no difference among the
mentioned political parties of India to exploit the
wage slaves for the capitalist interest.
BJP, Congress, SP or BSP, TMC etc political
parties are for supporting, defending and
protecting the constitution of India - a constitution
of capitalist interest to protect the moribund
capitalism.
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CPI(M), CPI, RSP, FB etc left parties are also
committed to support, defend and protect the
constitution of India by the terms and conditions
of registration of these parties.
Therefore, there is no difference among the
mentioned parties to serve the capitalist interest to
protect the moribund capitalism by exploiting the
wage slaves.
BJP, Congress, SP or BSP, TMC etc political
parties are not against the rule of the IMF-the
controller of the world economy, founded by the
winners of the 2nd world war including Leninist
boss J.Stalin by concluding the colonial policy to
serve the capitalist interest globally to protect the
moribund capitalism. And India was the founding
member of the IMF.
CPI(M), CPI, RSP, FB etc left parties of India are
not against the rule of the IMF to fight against all
such weapons and tolls of capitalist class to
vanish these for the emancipation of the workers
of the world.
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Therefore, there is no difference among the
mentioned parties to serve the capitalist interest
by not fighting against all weapons and tolls of
capitalist class including the IMF.
BJP, Congress, SP or BSP, TMC etc political
parties of India are for taking oath by the name of
God to hold any constitutional post to serve the
capitalist interest by exploiting the wage slaves.
CPI(M), CPI, RSP, FB etc left parties of India are
not against such oath to fight for secularism what
the parties has been claiming.
Therefore, there is no difference among the
mentioned parties to spread the politics of masters
and lords those who introduce the such custom
and tradition of oath by practicing the such
custom and traditions of oath.
In spite of that the mentioned parties has been
claiming that there is difference between the left
and rightist parties of India to confuse the wage
slaves to divide them by the such false and bogus
claim.
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05-04-15.
USSR was a State of State Capitalism
He who knows that the capital, commodity, wage and
wage slavery, selling and buying, exploitation, etc
nonsense are the part and parcel of capitalist mode of
production that is all these are substance of capitalism,
cannot say that the USSR was not a state of state
capitalism.
Because, all these capitalist substance were at USSR,
even the rate of exploitation at USSR was much higher
than USA.
He who know at least the ABCD of capital and capitalist
mode of production to accumulate capital by exploiting
the wage slaves by paying wage for their labour power to
produce the commodity, cannot say that the China,
founded by the Leninist Mao is not a state of state
capitalism where the rate of exploitation is much higher
than USA.
He who know at least ABCD about the Science of
Communism- discovered by Marx, can not say that
socialism is a society with exploitation. Rather,
socialism- the historical consequence of capitalism is free
from exploitation.
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Because, there is no wage slavery, no selling and buying,
no commodity production, no capital in socialism.
So, no Leninist state including Vietnam or Cuba is
socialist.
In details: Fall of USSR Self-Term, a book, published by
the ICWF @ www.icwfreedom.org .

04-04-15.
Communist
He who is not against wage slavery to vanish it by the
united action of wage slaves of the world is not
progressive or communist revolutionary in this epoch.
He who is not against private property to vanish it by the
united action of wage slaves of the world is not
progressive or communist revolutionary in this epoch.
He who is not against all ideologies including Leninismthe corruption of science of communism, discovered by
Marx to vanish these by the united action of wage slaves
of the world is not progressive or communist
revolutionary in this epoch.
He who is not against all class weapons and tolls
including IMF, state, political party and politics to vanish
all these by the united action of wage slaves of the world
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is not progressive or communist revolutionary in this
epoch.
He who is not against all unscientific views towards
earth, and earthly lives to vanish such nonsense views by
the united action of wage slaves of the world is not
progressive or communist revolutionary in this epoch.
He who is not against all discriminatory ideas, concepts
among the human being even by sex to vanish such
rubbish by the united action of wage slaves of the world
is not progressive or communist revolutionary in this
epoch.
He who is not for science-the code of creation for a
scientific society by the united action of wage slaves of
the world is not progressive or communist revolutionary
in this epoch.

30-03-15.
Crime, Punishment and the Private
property
Is punishment the cause of crime? No.
Then, why crimes will reduce by the punishment or have
there any reason to do the same ? No.
Is there any reason to reduce the crimes without reducing
the cause of crime? No.
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Have there any record of disappearance of crime by
practicing the policy of punishment for crime? No.
However:Was there any proof of crime before practicing the policy
of punishment? No.
Was there any policy to punish before introducing the
law to rule the others for the sectarian interest of
parasiticism? No.
Was there any law to punish for violation of law before
parasiticism? No.
Was there any parasitic people before law ? No.
Was there any law before class and class rule? No.
Was there any class and class rule before the private
property? No.
Therefore, is not the age of private property, class &
class rule, law & violation of law that is crime and
punishment same ?
Certainly sure, the age of the private property,
parasiticism, class & class rule, law, crime and
punishment is same.
Is not the cause of crime -the private property?
undoubtedly , the cause of crime is the private property
by the historical record of the private property,
parasiticism, class & class rule, law, crime and
punishment.
So, if there is no private property, there is no crime
including killing, rape etc.
Thus, there is no punishment, if there is no crime.
Thereby, there is no punishment, no crime, if there is no
private property.
So, crime and punishment is the opposite of a coin 69

originated from the private property introduced by the
masters- a class of parasitic people.
Undoubtedly, parasiticism is the crime against humanity.
Therefore, no effort is useful & effective to reduce the
crime except effort to vanish the private property to
vanish the parasitic class - a responsible class for crime
and punishment.
Undoubtedly, working class will do the same for a crime
free society thereby a society free from punishment.
Noted, a communist have no interest separate and apart
from those of the working class as a whole.
But, Lenin?
He was for punishment even killing without trial.
Trotsky, Stalin, Mao, Ho-Chi, Kim, Pol Pot, Hoxa, etc no
Leninist boss was free from punishment and killing.
So, Lenin or above mentioned Leninist boss was never a
communist.
In details: Fall of USSR Self-Term, a book, published by
the ICWF, @ www.icwfreedom.org .

29-03-15.
Exploitation is legal
Exploitation is legal by the law of capitalist class- a class
of exploiters.
Private property-the cause of all nonsense is legal by the
law of capitalist class- a class of nonsense to do every
nonsense to accrue and hold the private property.
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Wage slavery-the cause all miseries of working class by
exploiting them by the capitalist class by paying wage for
accumulating the capital- the unpaid labour.
But, no Leninist party is against exploitation, or private
property or wage slavery.
Sure, Leninist bosses are very much interested to raise
the question against robbery, hijacking, theft, plundering,
bribery, corruption etc nonsense.
But, the mentioned nonsenses are illegal by the law of
corrupt capitalist class- a class with capital- the fruit of
corruption and unfairness because, capital is nothing but
the unpaid or dead labour.
Therefore, Leninist parties are working for the
implementation of laws of capitalist class to serve the
capitalist interest.
But, a communist party have no interests separate and
apart from those of working class as a whole.
Certainly sure, interest of the working class is nothing
but the abolition of private property to end the wage
slavery to end the exploitation for their emancipation by
a communist society by a communist revolution.
So, Leninist parties are nothing but the servant of
capitalist class- a class of cheat and fraud.
More details: Lenin Cheat & Betraying Marx So IMF
The World Lord And..... a book, published by the ICWF
@ www.icwfreedom.org .
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27-03-14.
Capitalist Economy in India
Capitalist economy in India has introduced by East India
Company of UK, mainly.
France East India Company was the another party to do
the same.
Therefore, both the companies were not free from the
competition, contradiction and conflict to occupy India
maximum by each party to maximize their profit by
introducing the capitalist mode of production by
defeating self-dependent, local, but so poor economy by
defeating the ruling class of India -the protector,
maintainer and beneficiary from the said poor economy
of India- the cause of not only ignorance, superstitious
etc but also famine all most every year.
By the immediate effect of concluding the colonial policy
by the winners of the 2nd world, India has emerged as a
new state without colonial rulers by dividing it as India
and Pakistan by the agreed parties.
Competition, contradiction, conflict etc nonsense are the
integral part of the character of capitalists to survive and
maximize their volume of capital by not only exploiting
the wage slaves, but also by trying to marginalize,
destroy and inhale of their own class members by each
other.
Therefore, capitalists of India -the inheritance of the
collaborators of colonial rulers to introduce the capitalist
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mode of production in India were not free from such
rubbish jobs for the same reason.
Thus, there was contradiction between Indian and the
colonial capitalists but the capitalists of India was not
free from such competition, contradiction and conflict
among themselves too.
But have their any change of such heinous character of
the capitalists of the newly formed states- India and
Pakistan or have there any relief for the wage slaves of
the 2 countries by getting the such new states. or have
there any record of reduction or decrease the rate of
exploitation? No.
Did the new rulers of India and Pakistan has reduced the
judiciary along with civil code, penal code, police
regulation; modern education system; transportation and
communication system; and commodity production
system - introduced by the colonial rulers? No.
Do these still exist? Sure.
Therefore, have there any basic difference between the
miseries of wage slaves by the wage slavery system that
is by the commodity production system of the both Indiaunder the rule of colonial capitalists and capitalists of
India? No.
Is there any such independent economy in India at
present ? No and quite Impossible.
Because, capitalism is a global system and currently
ruled by the IMF-the controller of the world economy,
founded by the winners of the 2nd world war including
Leninist boss J.Stalin.
Sure, India was the founding member of the IMF, 1945.
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Were the leaders of the then Congress and Muslim
League of India unconscious about the function and rule
of the IMF by its agreement? No.
No doubt, capitalist class has succeeded to confuse the
wage slaves of the world by using the politics of
nationalism, patriotism by the politics of so-called right
of self-determination of nations by founding such socalled independent state thereby increasing the numbers
of defunct state to chain the wages slaves so strongly
thus, the reactionary capitalist has succeeded to divide
the wage slaves of the world by nation and country to
protect the moribund capitalism.
Noted, founding members of the IMF were 45 but
currently 198.
So, capitalist class as a whole is not only exploiter but
also liar, cheater and fraud even about the freedom and
independent state.
In fact, state- a powerful weapon of ruling class is a
effective chain to chained the people by ignoring and
denying the freedom and liberty of all including the
executives of states.
Remarkable, Lenin was for such politics of so-called selfdetermination of nations and state capitalism, thereby,
Leninist bosses has been practicing such dangerous
politics to confuse and divide the wage slaves of the
world by nation and country to serve the capitalist
interest.
Certainly sure, wage slaves of the world will vanish the
capitalist class along with its all weapons and tools
including sate, political party, IMF etc for their
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emancipation and freedom of all of the world by their
united forceful action.
Therefore, unity of wage slaves of the world is the first
condition and unavoidable condition to win and conquer
the liberty and freedom all of the world.
So, a freedom lover have no option except to work to
unite the wage slaves of the world to win and conquer the
liberty and freedom.

26-03-15.
Nation State is Dead
Nation state is dead under the rule of the IMF-the
controller of the world economy to serve the capitalist
interest to protect the moribund capitalism, founded by
the winners of the 2nd world war including Leninist boss
J.Stalin by concluding the colonial policy-the integral
part of capitalist development.
Thus, no state has independent capacity to determine and
fix the tax and tariff policies of it to earn and expend
independently under the firm surveillance of the IMF .
Rather, currently states are nothing but a local agencies
to implementing the economical policies of the IMF.
Noted, founding members of the IMF including India
was 45, but currently 198.
Certainly, one of the most important causes of the
increasing
the members of the IMF is nothing but the effect of
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concluding the colonial policy by the winners of the 2nd
world war.
But, capital and commodity will move freely all over the
world under the hard and strong supervision and
administration of the WTO.
Thereby, defunct states will be the responsible to ensure
the free movement of capital and commodity under the
administration of the WTO.
Certainly sure, not the defunct states but the capital and
commodity will enjoy some sort of freedom and
independence to control not only the executives of such
dead states but also the executives of the IMF, WTO etc
to take decision to serve the interest of capital to survive
and exist, under the rule of WTO too.
No doubt, there is no alternate except abolition of capital
along with all weapons and instruments including state,
IMF, WTO etc of capitalist class to win and conquer the
freedom and liberty of all of the world by the working
class.
So, no freedom lover have any option except to join with
working class to fight against capitalist class by fighting
against wage slavery to vanish it for the freedom of all of
the world to confirm the liberty and freedom of the lovers
of freedom.
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25-03-15.
Rule, man by man is an inhuman job
Rule, man by man is against the liberty and freedom of
human being.
Therefore, rule, man by man is a vile job of some men.
Thus, rule, man by man is an inhuman action.
So, rule, man by man is an inhuman job of some parasitic
to serve the parasitic interest by denying and ignoring the
dignity of human being.
But, rules, laws, customs etc nonsense, introduced by the
masters, lords are still exist, because, capitalist society is
a society ruled by the parasitic capitalists.
Therefore, capitalist class has been introducing and
practicing the new and newer laws, rules to ensure the
rule of law to serve the capitalist interest to protect the
capitalist society- a society of unfairness, unjust, and
corruption.
Thereby, there is no freedom, no liberty in capitalist
society too. Because, there is laws, rules, customs to rule
man by man.
Though, the parasitic capitalist class has been claiming
that the capitalist society is a society of freedom and
liberty.
But, such claim of freedom and liberty of all of capitalist
rulers is totally false and bogus, but a political
propaganda to confuse the wage slaves- the producer of
capital.
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Undoubtedly, if there is slavery, there is no freedom and
liberty.
No doubt, capitalist society is a society dependent on
wage slavery.
Certainly sure, rules, laws etc has introduced to chain the
slaves.
Therefore, masters has introduced their kingdom before
5,600 years to rule. But modern state has founded by the
masters too at Greece before 2500 years ago.
Therefore, state it-self is a powerful machine to chain the
freedom and liberty to serve and protect the interest of
ruling class.
So, if there is state there is no freedom and liberty.
Therefore, creating and founding the new and newer
states by the contenders capitalists is nothing but a bad
effort to increase the such powerful machine to chained
the wages slaves more strongly and dividing them by
such false political propaganda for freedom and liberty.

24-03-15.
Shelter to the Cow by the Capitalists of
India
Have there any reason to be good than a cow by a son of
cow? No.
No doubt, human being is more and better than even a
lion or tiger-the king and ferocious animal among the
wild animals.
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Undoubtedly, there is no scope to compare any animal
with any human being, though both are animal but there
is basic difference between human being and other
animals.
Certainly, human being can produce, store and protect its
necessities to live but others can not .
But, sorry, they are sons of cow by their belief in the
human being by denying the identity of human being.
And, they are RSS, BJP, SS of India and currently in
power of the central government of India too. How
funny!
Certainly sure, the reactionary capitalist class of India has
taken shelter to the cow to safe and secure them from
their disappearance by the historical consequence of
moribund capitalism by cheating and dividing the wage
slaves of India by mythology, religion, creed etc.
But, no doubt, no cow will protect them by disappearance
of capitalism by the working class by the existing
conditions of capital- (1) Reproduction; And (2)
Circulation.
The reactionary capitalist class have no sense of shame to
take shelter to the cow to avoid their historical
disappearance.
In fact, the disabled capitalist class is free from sense of
common and dignity of human being. Maybe, they will
go to goat, sheep, pig etc to protect them in future. But,
no one will protect the reactionary capitalist class to
insult and undermine the human being by taking shelter
to any wild animal.
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22-03-15.
Cow is their Mother
Cow is their mother, therefore, they have right to protect
their mother by saving the cow by punishing the killer of
cow, and they are leaders, workers and supporters of
RSS, SS, BJP of India by their faith to the Indian
Mythology.
BJP in power of the central GOI, RSS are the mentor of
BJP and SS is the partner of BJP.
But, India is not out of capitalist system currently ruled
by the IMF. No doubt, capitalists of France and England
has introduced the capitalist system in India by defeating
nature dependent but so poor economy of India -the basis
of the said mythology of India, by defeating the rulers
thereby, defeating the exploiters, beneficiaries and
oppressors of
India- the producers, patronizers,
supporters, defenders and protectors of the Indian
mythologies and other creeds and religions-the politics of
masters and lords to develop the capitalist society to
survive and accumulate the capital by exploiting the
wage slaves.
No mythological hero was free from the politics and
more or less all lords of the Indian mythology were king.
But, kings were so brutal, so cruel, so barbaric, and so
ferocious by the terms and conditions of kingship to rule,
oppress and overpowering the salves to serve the
parasitic interest of masters, lords and their collaborators.
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Certainly, no mythological lords were aware about the
diameter or speed of the earth, even none of them was
known about the origin of life-the cell originated from
the non living things.
The cell is the fundamental unit of structure and function
in all living organisms the most basic unit of life.
Sure, capitalism has invented that the Cell.
Certainly sure, no one of the earth was known about the
Cell theory before 1839.
Moreover, the first medical school of Asia, currently 'JIPMER' has founded at Pondicherry, India, 1821 by the
capitalists of France.
Furthermore, there are so many scientific research
centers in India. These centers are not working only
about lives but with nuclear and astronomy.
Lastly, though, the constitution of India is not free from
the mythological concept but it’s not against the capitalist
interest and even India is the founding member of the
IMF-the controller of the world economy to serve the
capitalist interest, founded by the winners of the 2nd
world war including Leninist boss J.Stalin.
In spite of that , the reactionary capitalist class has failed
to rule the capitalist society, thus, the disabled capitalist
class as a whole has taken shelter to the politics of
masters and lords.
Therefore, the reactionary capitalist class of India has
taken shelter to the Indian mythology, thereby, BJP is in
power to confuse and divide the wages slaves by
mythology, religion, creeds etc to create the chaos and
conflict among the religious groups too to hide the failure
of the capitalist class to avoid the historical consequence
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of capitalism -the socialism by the united action of
workers
of
the
world.
Noted, the left front of India was in power of the West
Bengal Government near 34 years, but yet there is killing
by declaring any woman as a WITCH.
Is it only a matter of shame?
Is the disabled thereby reactionary capitalist class of
India fit and eligible even to FIE?

20-03-15.
CPI(M) has done Fraud in Translation of
the Manifesto of the Communist Party
The Communist Party of India { CPI(M)}has
manufactured a fake manifesto of the communist party
by disfiguring the original.
Noted, The Manifesto of the Communist Party, by Marx
and Engels has described in its part-2 is as : " United
action of the leading civilized countries at least is one of
the first conditions for the emancipation of the
proletariat."
Undoubtedly, its not merely a sentence but a so important
formulation about the communist revolution- the
culmination of contradictions of the sellers and buyers of
labour power of the world to replace the capitalist mode
of production by socialism- a society with the social
ownership of the means of production, transportation and
communication by ending the exploitation, by ending the
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selling and buying system by ending the wage slavery by
ending the capitalist private property by disappearing the
capitalist class thereby, socialism is free from politics,
political party, state and all other class weapons and
instruments to rule, oppress and overpowering the wage
slave thus, socialism is not possible in one country alone.
So, socialism is not state but a society along with an
undivided human being with full sense of humanity.
But, as a Leninist party-the CPI(M) has deleted the
quoted sentence from its Bengali version to justify its
Leninist misdeeds to serve the capitalist interest by
confusing the wage slaves by using such fake manifesto
of the communist party by deleting not only this so
important formulation but also some more by disfiguring
the original by Marx and Engels.
Though, the leadership of the CPI(M) has been not only
cheating but also committing crime against working class
by using the name of Marx too as its name, in fact its
nothing less than betray to Marx too.
However, no leader, no worker and no supporter of the
CPI(M) or no Leninist is free from defending the CPI(M)
by proving the wrong of our findings about the
disfiguration of the Communist Party by CPI(M).
More details: Leninists [ CPSU- CPI(M) ] has done fraud
in translation of the manifesto of the communist party
too, a book, published by the ICWF, @
www.icwfreedom.org .
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18-03-15.
Private property and…….
If there is private property, there is politics to exploit,
oppress and overpowering the slaves including wage
slaves.
If there is private property, there is class rule to serve the
interest of ruling class to protect the private property.
If there is private property , there are so many class
weapons and instruments including State, IMF, NGO to
serve the interest of private property holders by
maintaining the social system of private property holders
by advocating and implementing the required policies by
practicing even so cruel and brutal method including
killing, rape, arson, destroying the assets.
If there is private property, there is contest, competition,
contradiction, conflict, war etc nonsense to protect the
private property even by destroying the wealth if
necessary.
If there is private property, there is exploitation,
discrimination, disparity among the human being to serve
and protect the interest of private property holders.
If there is private property, there are parasitic people to
serve the parasitic interest by exploiting, oppressing,
overpowering and disturbing others.
If there is private property, there are crimes including
killing, rape, robbery, highjacking, theft, kidnapping,
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fraud, cheating etc nonsense to gain and protect the
private property.
If there is private property, there is poverty and artificial
poverty by capitalist class in capitalism to buy the labour
power to accumulate capital by exploiting the wage
slaves.
If there is private property, there is class struggle.
If there is private property, there are so many ideologies
including Leninism- the politics of nationalism or
national liberation and state capitalism to protect the
interest of the private property holders by confusing and
dividing the workers of the world by nation and country.
If there is private property, there is want of peace. No
doubt, capitalist society is a society of certainty of
uncertainty, therefore, no one is safe and secure in the
capitalist society-based on private property.
If there is private property, there is no human being with
full sense of humanity- a sense free from any such
discrimination among the human being along with love
for love for a lovely life of every one thereby love for all
human
being
as
a
human
being.
But, if there is no private property, there is no such
rubbishes
including
politics.
So, there is no option except abolish the private property
to vanish all such rubbishes including politics for the
liberty, freedom and uninterrupted peace by a most
modern, friendly & lovely society with
a world
association of all to coordinate and communicate all
required information and social production for all by all
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able bodied with the common ownership of the means of
production, transportation and communication.

17-03-15.
Mental slavery and Socialism
Who think that he have a custodian, or he who feel a
custodian is necessary to live is not free from mental
slavery.
Who think that he have a guide , or he who feel a guide is
necessary to live is not free from mental slavery.
Who think that he have a leader , or he who feel a leader
is necessary to live is not free from mental slavery.
Who think that he have a savior , or he who feel a savior
is necessary to live is not free from mental slavery.
Who think that he have a protector or he who feel a
protector is necessary to live is not free from mental
slavery.
Who think that he have a master , or he who feel a master
is necessary to live is not free from mental slavery.
Who think that he have a director , or he who feel a
director is necessary to live is not free from mental
slavery.
No doubt, no one can live alone but that does not mean
any one have need a master, or guide, or leader etc
rubbishes to live.
Sure, all are inter-dependent to live in this capitalist
society.
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Though, no capitalist can live without wage slaves.
But, wage slaves have no need any capitalist to live.
Because, they are the producer of value, therefore,
surplus-value, that is capital-the unpaid labour.
Rather, capitalists are parasitic.
Therefore, there is no necessity of capitalist class -the
exploiters to exploit the wage slaves.
But, producers are essential to live.
Undoubtedly, wage slaves of the world will vanish the
capitalist class by vanishing the capitalist system to free
themselves.
Sure, there is no such slavery including mental in the new
society, win by wage slaves of the world.
And that is SOCIALISM.

16-03-15.
Stories of Socialism is a myth
SOCIALISM is a society -free from exploitation by
vanishing the wage slavery by ending the selling and
buying system by the working class alone.
But, was Lenin never claimed that he was against wage
slavery ? No.
Had there any points against wage slavery in the
founding progammes of the Bloshevik Party ? No.
Had there any single sentence against wage slavery in the
constitution of Lenin (1918) by which he constituted his
state? No.
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Had there any single proposal to abolish the wage slavery
to vanish exploitation in all 4 constitutions of the USSR (
1918, 1924, 1936 and 1977) ? No.
Had there any law against wage slavery thereby against
exploitation in USSR? No. Moreover, there was a large
arms force with huge facilities and benefits to oppress
and overpowering the wage slaves and the total number
of such parasitic force was not less than 15 millions even
in the regime of Lenin but who paid?
There was a corrupt bureaucracy with huge cost, but who
paid?
Sure, there were a huge number of professional
politicians of the Bolshevik Party at USSR with huge
facilities, but who paid?
There was a huge fund to train the disciples of Lenin
from all over the world but who paid?
Were they not wage slaves-the producer of value,
therefore, surplus-value that is capital-the unpaid labour
at USSR? Sure.
Noted, costs and expenditures of a state is nothing but a
part of surplus-value, produce by wage slaves?
Furthermore, was there any law at USSR against the
production of commodity to accumulate capital by
exploiting wage slaves by paying wage? No.
Was there any law against selling and buying at USSR?
No.
Was there any law against capital at USSR? No.
Was there any law against discrimination among the
human being at USSR ? No.
Was there any law against cultism at USSR? No.
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But, socialism is a society free from discrimination
among human being.
Moreover, there is no commodity or capital in Socialism.
Furthermore, socialism is a scientific society, thus, there
is no room for any great leader or great teacher or extraordinary along with ideologies of such false great men in
socialism.
Therefore, Lenin was never a communist rather, a cruel
dictator by practicing the Leninist politics to serve the
capitalist interest.
Thus, USSR was not at all a socialist country.
Noted. socialism by vanishing the capitalism is not
possible in one country alone.
Because, capitalism is a global system.
Again, a communist revolution to win the socialism is the
job of only working class alone.
But, Lenin has founded his state by planed military coup.
So, socialism at USSR is nothing but a political
propaganda to confuse and divide the workers of the
world.
Thus, all stories about socialism at USSR, CHINA,
VIETNAM, CUBA. DPRK etc are nothing but an ill
motivated, bad intentional and fabricated stories.
So. stories of socialism in USSR or any Leninist state is
nothing but a MYTH.
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15-03-15.
Is He Working For the Interest …..
Is he working for the interest of working class or fighting
against capitalist system for communism who know that
the CPI(M) has manufactured a fake manifesto of the
communist party by disfiguring the original to confuse
the wage slaves to protect the capitalist interest, but not
opposing such crime of the CPI(M) against working class
? No.
Is he working for the interest of working class or fighting
against capitalist system for communism who know that
the CPSU has manufactured a fake manifesto of the
communist party by disfiguring the original to confuse
the wage slaves to protect the capitalist interest, but not
opposing such crime of the CPSU against working class ?
No.
Are they free from such crime those who yet support the
CPI(M) or following parties of CPSU after knowing the
said crime of the both parties ? No.
Noted, Leninists [ CPSU-CPI(M)] has done fraud in
translation of the manifesto of the communist party too, a
book, published by the ICWF @ www.icwfreedom.org.
Are the leaders, workers, and followers of the said
parties, those who distorted the communist manifesto - a
basic and fundamental book
for the communist
movement, in fact a declaration with death sentence to
the capitalist class-the exploiter of the exploited working
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class free from defending their parties by proving the
wrong statement about the said parties for the said crime
against working class by disfiguring the communist
manifesto or acknowledging the such crime with a
declaration to fight against it ? No.

14-03-15.
Rape is Unthinkable in Socialism
There is rape in capitalism.
NotedHe who is not against private property-the cause of
violence including rape, is not against violence and rape.
He who is not against wage slavery -the cause of
violence including rape, is not against violence and rape.
He who is not against exploitation -the cause of violence
including rape, is not against violence and rape.
He who is not against class rule -the cause of violence
including rape, is not against violence and rape.
But, there are some people those are shouting against
violence and rape but they are not against the private
property, wage slavery, exploitation and class rule.
Sure, they are politicians or disciples of politicians thus,
they are very much interest to do politics even with rape.
Thereby, they do not feel shame to use a rape victim as a
tool of their politics for their sectarian political interest.
Nothing to say to them, even not FIE.
Noted, the rate of rape is much higher in the bed room of
a wife by her husband than outside the home by others.
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No doubt, the private property holders think that the
wives of them are nothing but a reproductive machine to
produce their legitimate inheritances to protect their
private property, thereby, wives are nothing but not only
a sexual commodity but also a sex slave owned by the
husbands.
Thereby, husbands do not care about the consent of
wives for having sex with them in general, even some
husbands do not care the objection of their wives for
having sex with them , or some husbands do not consider
the illness of their wives.
Even, the nonsense concept of farewell sex with the dead
body of wives is not yet totally vanished.
Furthermore, yet there is law to punish the wives by
using lethal or not providing the diet for denial the
intercourse with their husbands.
Undoubtedly, any such intercourse without mutual
consent for the good health and pleasure of both partners
is rape.
Certainly sure, the communist society is free from
violence and rape.
Because, there is no cause to do such nonsense, rather,
all are free to do anything including love and union.
Because, communist society is free from exploitation,
wage slavery, private property and class rule. So, rape is
unthinkable in Socialism.
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11-03-15.
Communism is a global society but
exploitation free
Have there any scope to be free from exploitation, if
there is wage slavery? No.
Have there any scope to be free from exploitation, if
there is selling and buying system? No.
Have there any scope to be free from exploitation, if
there is capital? No.
Have there any scope to be free from exploitation, if
there is production of commodity? No.
Have there any scope to be free from exploitation, if
there is private property ? No.
Have there any scope to be free from exploitation, if
there is parasitic people ? No.
Have there any scope to be free from exploitation, if
there is class ? No.
Have there any scope to be free from exploitation, if
there is class rule ? No.
Have there any scope to be free from exploitation, if
there is politics to serve the class interest? No.
Have there any scope to be free from exploitation, if
there is class instruments and weapons including state.
IMF etc ? No.
Have there any scope to be free from exploitation, if
there is law to rule ? No.
Have there any scope to be free from exploitation, if
there is ideology ? No.
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Have there any scope to be free from exploitation, if
there is cultism? No.
Have there any scope to be free from exploitation, if
there is unscientific views and concepts about life ? No.
Have there any scope to be free from exploitation, if
there is discrimination among the human being even by
sex? No.
Have there any scope to be free from exploitation, if
there is extra-ordinary and ordinary people ? No.
Have there any scope to be free from exploitation, if
there is political boundary to divide the one single world
? No.
Therefore, no Leninist state including USSR was free
from
exploitation.
Because, all such nonsense, those has mentioned above
were exist at USS.
But, communism by the replacement capitalism by the
working class alone, is a society free from exploitation.
Thus, communism is not possible in one country alone.
Because, capitalism itself is a global system, currently
ruled by the some global syndicates including IMF-the
controller of the world economy.
So, communism by vanishing the global capitalist system
is a global society but exploitation free.

10-03-15.
Sports
Sports is good for the good health of a players.
Sports is good for pleasure of the sports lovers.
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But, the capitalist class has made the sports as a tool to
make money.
Even, players are more interested to make more money
even by following and practicing so many unfair polices
and vile jobs including gambling than make a good effort
to play good.
Moreover, the capitalist class has been making sports as a
tool of politics to confuse and divide the wage slaves of
the world by the politics of so-called nationalism and
emotional but meaningless patriotism to serve and protect
the capitalist interest and capitalist society.
Undoubtedly, following and practicing any such policy
by a wage slave which is effective and useful to confuse
and divide the wage salves of the world by nation and
country is helpful for the capitalist class as a whole.
Sure, such policy is so effective to ignore the class
interest and class identity of a wage slaves. But, a wage
slave is wage slave thereby; he is exploited by the
capitalist class.
So, following and practicing such policy is so harmful
even suicidal for the working class.
Because, unity of workers of the world is the first
condition for the emancipation of the wage slaves by
fighting against wage slavery.
Moreover, workers have no nation and country but they
have a world to win by defeating the capitalist class by
vanishing the wage slavery by vanishing the selling and
buying system by a communist revolution by the
communist society, where there is no capital, thus, there
is no scope to use sports as a tool to make money that is
capital.
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In fact, he who support any sports from the view of a socalled nationalist is not a sports lover, rather he is a
nationalist arrogant.
But, sports need good lovers of sports to develop the
sports for good health and pleasure.
Therefore, the capitalist class is not only against good
sports or development sports but capitalist class as a
whole is a disturbing force and thereby a big obstacle for
the development of sports too.

09-03-15.
(2) No Benefit from the Riches
There are so many high rise building at Dhaka city.
But, have there any benefit for the distress people he who
sleep beside the road at Kauran Bazar or many other
places of Dhaka city, Bangladesh by such buildings ?
No.
There are so many super markets at Delhi India.
But, have there any benefit for the penniless to buy from
the super markets of Delhi, India? No.
There are so many Universities in Europe.
But, have there any benefit for the poor of Europe , who
he have no required money or required qualification to
get admission in these universities? No.
There are so many houses at USA, but some of them not
even in use.
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But, have there any benefit for the homeless people of
USA, who he have no required amount of money to pay
as rent to live in these unused houses? No.
There are not less than 50% Billionaires of the world are
from USA.
But, have there any benefit for the wage salves of the
USA from these billionaires of the USA ? No.
There are so many cricketers or different type of players
in various countries those are not only famous for their
records but also so rich by earning in different ways
including playing.
But, have there any benefit for wage slaves of the world
from these prominent and rich players? No.
Rather, all these including rich what I have mentioned
above are the responsible for the existing miseries of
wage slaves of the world.
Noted, there is poor, because, there is rich; there is wage
slaves, because, there is billionaires; and there is
exploitation, because there is such system to be rich by
exploiting the wage slaves.
So, the cause of joy, pleasure of rich and poor is not
same, rather, the cause of pleasure of rich is the cause of
sorrow of poor, thereby the cause of enjoyment of
exploiters is the cause of miseries of wage slaves.
Again, no one is free from class and class interest in this
class divided capitalist society.
So, there is no benefit from the riches.
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09-03-15.
(1) Leninist states and ….
Have there any single word against wage slavery to end it
to end the exploitation for the emancipation in any
declaration of independence of any Leninist states
including Vietnam? No.
But, Leninist bosses has been claiming that they are
working for a exploitation free state by founding an
independent state. How funny!
Was there any single word against wage slavery to end it
to end the exploitation for the emancipation in any
constitution of any Leninist state including USSR, China,
Vietnam, DPRK, Cuba etc ? No.
In spite of that, Leninist bosses has been claiming that
these Leninist states are working for the emancipation or
a
exploitation
free
society!
How
funny!
Have there any single word against wage slavery to end it
to end the exploitation for the emancipation in any
declaration of any Leninist party? No.
But, the end of wage slavery is the condition for the
emancipation by ending the exploitation by ending the
selling and buying system by vanishing the commodity
production by vanishing the private property with all
rights of inheritances.
So, no independent state or Leninist state is a state for the
emancipation to end the exploitation. And, its not
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possible by state, because, state is nothing but the strong
weapon of ruling class to maintain the exploitative
system by oppressing and overpowering the wage slaves.
Noted, the cost & expenditure of a state to run and
maintain its function is nothing but a part of surplusvalue, produce by wage slaves.
The amount of such cost of the states of the world was
not less than 29% of the total GDP of the world , in the
last year.
However, currently states are defunct under the rule of
the
IMF,
WTO
etc
global
syndicates.
In spite of that, the defunct states are so effective to
oppress the wage slaves to protect the exploitative but
moribund capitalist society along with a so reactionary
capitalist class- a permanent patient of mental disorders
including insanity by the huge pressure of huge load of
huge production.
Undoubtedly, the consequence of repeated recession by
the over production by the existing conditions of capital
is socialism.
So, socialism is unavoidable and inevitable.
In details: Consequence of Capital, a book, published by
the ICWF, @ www.icwfreedom.org .
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08-03-15.
(2) Not Sex but the Private Property
…..
Not sex but the private property is the cause of disparity
and discrimination among the human being.
Therefore, discrimination between male and female is
nothing but the private property.
Thus, if there is no private property, there is no disparity
and discrimination among the human being.
So, there is no disparity and discrimination between male
and female, if there is no private property.
In fact, wage slavery, based on private property is the
cause of all existing miseries and nonsense including
violence against women.
Politicians including Leninist bosses are not against wage
slavery, but they has been crying & shouting for socalled women freedom by observing an international day
for women freedom -8th March, every year.
Really, its not only fun but also a heinous conspiracy and
tactful tactics to confuse and divide the wage slaves even
by sex.
Sorry, not sex but the human labour has produce value,
and wage slaves has produce not only value but also
surplus-value, that is capital -the unpaid labour.
Therefore, politicians including Leninist bosses has been
trying to roll back the wheel of history by practicing such
vile policy not only divide but also creating a hateful
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atmosphere among the wage slaves even by sex to serve
and protect the so heinous and poisonous capitalism.
No doubt, wage salves of the world will unite to fight
against wage slavery for their emancipation by a
communist revolution-imposed by the so reactionary
capitalist class by the existence conditions of capital: (1)
Reproduction; And ( 2) Circulation.
In fact, capital will vanish by the existing conditions of
capital, and thereby the revolutionary working class will
play a historical role to vanish the capital, capitalist class
and capitalism thus, all will be free to do anything
including love and union in the new society -free from
capital, so, the new society is free from discrimination,
violence, rape, etc nonsense.
In details: Lenin Cheat & Betraying Marx So IMF The
World Lord And.............. , a book, published by the
ICWF, @ www.icwfreedom.org .

(1) No Private property
No Sex Slavery
If there is no private property, there is no sex slavery for
women to produce the legitimate inheritances to protect
the private property by them for the interest of the private
property holders.
If there is no wage slavery, there is no sex slavery for
women to sale their sex or bodies for the pleasure of male
sex.
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If there is no exploitation, there is no discrimination
among the human being even by sex.
Therefore, the abolition of private property is the
condition for the emancipation of wage slaves.
No doubt, wage slaves are sellers of labour power but not
sex.
So, the emancipation of wage slaves is the condition for
the freedom of all of the world, where everyone is free to
do anything including love and union, thereby, there is no
discrimination among the human being even by sex.
Therefore, there is no alternate except abolition of wage
slavery by vanishing the exploitation by vanishing the
private property for the freedom and liberty of the entire
world.
Sure. unity of workers of the world is the first condition
to fight against private property, wage slavery and
exploitation to vanish all such nonsense for the
emancipation of wage slaves by a communist revolution.
Therefore, any such policy which is helpful to divide the
workers of the world is not only dangerous but also cause
of uncountable loss for the interest of working class as
whole.
But, the Leninist parties has been dividing the workers of
the world by nation, country and even by sex.
Therefore, these parties has been observing the 8th
March every year as Women day for the so-called
freedom or women, since 1908.
Thus, the Leninist parties has been working to divide the
wage slaves of the world by sex too by observing such
day for women freedom.
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Noted, Bush Junior-the president of the USA has also
observed and celebrated this so-called International
Woman Day for the empowerment of women to enjoy
the equal share for the claimed freedom of women.
Thus, there is no difference between Leninist bosses and
Bush Junior about the concept of freedom of women.
Bush was the global leader of capitalist class as the USA
is the leading capitalist country.
So, If the Leninist parties are communist then why not
Mr.Bush?
In details: No Leninist party is communist party, a book,
published by the ICWF @ www.icwfreedom.org .

05-03-15.
Customs, Traditions etc will reduce
Customs, traditions, cultures etc introduced by the
masters, lords and followed and care by the capitalists to
serve their exploitative interest by celebrating the birth
days and death anniversaries of masters and lords to
justify their mastership, lordship and capitalist ownership
as the masters, lords etc were so great and extra-ordinary
by their claim.
But, no one is great or extra-ordinary but all are equal
even by born condition. Noted, everyone from the 23
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pair chromosome, but there is
discrimination among the human being.

disparity

and

Because. there is private property thus, there is classes,
so there class rule to serve and protect the ruling class
interest by exploiting, oppressing and overpowering the
salves including wage slaves-produce by the capitalist
class to accumulate capital by exploiting them by paying
wage to produce commodity to sale to get surplus-value,
that is capital.
But, if there is no private property, there is no slavery
even wage slavery thereby, there is no extra-ordinary and
ordinary, thus, there is no festivals, customs, traditions
and culture to celebrate the so-called great or extraordinary to worship to any masters and lords by slaves
too, that is a slavery free society is a society of all
without masters, lords, capitalists etc exploiters so, all are
equally dignified.
Sure, working class will win the new society, where there
is no slavery.
Therefore, all traditional cultures, customs, festivals
including -The Holly, ( India), Doll festival for baby girl
( Japan), New year festival ( China and so many
countries) etc will reduce and vanish by the vanishing of
the private property by working class.
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02-03-15.
Science is light, faith is blind
Science is the code of creation, thus, science is not faith
but the same views by some body about any code of
creation is not unscientific.
Sure, there is doubt in scientific work but science is not a
matter of doubt, because, science is reality.
Science and scientific work is not the same.
Difference of views or opinion is good but the
unnecessary difference about any code of creation is not
scientific attitude.
Because, nothing is code if it is not the factual statement
of a creation. As for example - the unpaid labour is
capital or the unity of opposite force is matter, these are
the code of both capital and matter.
Nothing is a code of any thing, if it is not a proved thing
by the scientific experiment to create the same thing.
Sure, raise the question to all by what and why is a
scientific method but doubt to all things is not a scientific
attitude.
Certainly, follow any one or any views without proving
scientifically is not a scientific attitude rather, such
mentality to do so has is slavery mentality, originated
from the private property, created by the masters to
justify their parasitic jobs by the divine right.
In fact, they were the manufacturers of the so-called
divine forces to justify the class division among the
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human being thereby, not questioning but faith to them is
only thing in the politics of masters thus, not all are equal
but some are great or extra-ordinary and others are
ordinary to follow, care and respect the so-called extraordinaries by the grace of divine forces is only the job of
slaves by the same politics of masters.
Therefore, faith is blind but science is light to search and
know the facts of creation.
Thus, a scientist is working to know the science, to
understand the science, to care the science, and to
practice the science for a scientific life which is free from
slavery mentality.
Capitalism is not free from classes and slavery that is
wage slavery, thus, the capitalist class- a reactionary
force has been using even the politics of masters to serve
and protect the parasitic interest by ignoring the science,
though, the revolutionary capitalist class has introduced
the modern science to developed the capitalist system all
over the world for the existence conditions of capital;
And the capitalist class cannot survive or exist without
developing the scientific instruments.
Thus, the capitalist class as a whole has been suffering
from such self-contradiction so, the capitalist calls has
been trying to roll back the wheel of history by using
such nonsense concepts, creeds, ideologies, mythologies
etc -the politics of masters and lords.
But, the only revolutionary class in this epoch- the
working class will vanish all unscientific things including
all concepts, creeds, ideologies etc - the politics of
masters, lords that is the politics of the private property
holders by winning a scientific society with most modern
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instruments and equipments for production and
communication system for all by the common/ social
ownership of the means of productions and
transportation.
Therefore, no scientist by profession is scientist, if he is
not against the private property or wage slavery along
with all unscientific concepts -originated from the private
property for the scientific development of the human
being.

01-03-15.
Is he against killing, if he is for capital punishment? No.
Is he against killing, if he is for private property-the root
cause of killing? No.
Is he against killing, if he is for wage slavery? No.
Is he against killing, if he is for exploitation? No.
Is he against killing, if he is for mythology? No.
Is he against killing, if he is for war? No.
Some so -called progressive intellectuals or professionals
including Leninist has been claiming that they are against
killing by demanding the death sentence for killing.
Sure, death sentence is nothing but the judicial killing by
the views of some capitalist bosses, thereby; there is no
capital punishment in not less than 1oo countries.
But, such countries are not against wage slavery or
exploitation or war, or private property.
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So, such declaration against killing including judicial by
the said countries is nothing but a political propaganda to
confuse and hypnotize the wage slaves.
On the other hand, the Islamist revolutionary Iran and socalled socialist China of 'great leader' Mao are the
champion for the execution of death sentence.
But, working class is not only against killing but the
workers of the world will end the killing by ending the
private property by their united forceful action for their
emancipation by ending the wage slavery by ending the
exploitation.

28-02-15.
(2) Punishment is against the dignity of
human being
Nose for nose, eye for eye, killing for killing etc legal
standard but a cruel policy has introduced by the brutal
masters for their parasitic interest to protect the private
property.
Certainly sure, such nonsense policy for punishment is
against the dignity of human being thus, the said
nonsense policy is against humanity.
Capitalists are not free from exercising such heinous
policy.
But, some of them have been reducing capital
punishment for killing or modifying the concept of
punishment.
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Currently, there are no death sentence more than 100
countries; and some of capitalists have been considering
that the capital punishment is nothing but judicial killing.
But, they are not against punishment as a whole.
No doubt, punishment man by man is against dignity of
human being.
In fact, if there is private property, there is law to protect
the interest of private property holders.
However, if there is law there is violation of law by the
conditions of law, and violation of law is punishable
crime by the law. Thus, there is a nonsense policy for
punishment, if there is private property.
But, if there is no private property, there is no law to
protect it, thus, there is no crime by violating the law,
thereby,there is no necessity of punishment.
Undoubtedly, working class-the producer of capital will
vanish the private property by a new society where there
is no law, no crime, no punishment man by man rather,
all are equally dignified with full sense of humanity by
the existence conditions of capital: (1) Reproduction;
And (2) circulation.
So, not determining the rule of law to punish but the end
of punishment by ending the law by vanishing the private
property is the condition for a man to be free from dirty
and inhuman feelings of brutality and cruelty.
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28-02-15.
(1) Progressive
He who is not against wage slavery to vanish it by the
united forceful action of wage slaves of the world is not
progressive in this epoch.
He who is not against selling and buying system to
vanish it by the united forceful action of wage slaves of
the world is not progressive in this epoch.
He who is not against commodity production system to
vanish it by the united forceful action of wage slaves of
the world is not progressive in this epoch.
He who is not against exploitation to vanish it by the
united forceful action of wage slaves of the world is not
progressive in this epoch.
He who is not against parasiticism to vanish it by the
united forceful action of wage slaves of the world is not
progressive in this epoch.
He who is not against private property to vanish it by the
united forceful action of wage slaves of the world is not
progressive in this epoch.
He who is not against all ideologies including Leninism,
originated from the private property to serve and protect
the interest of the private property holders to vanish it by
the united forceful action of wage slaves of the world is
not progressive in this epoch.
He who is not against all unscientific views, concepts etc
nonsense to vanish these rubbishes by the united forceful
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action of wage slaves of the world is not progressive in
this epoch.
He who is not against all customs, traditions, cultures etc,
originated from the private property to serve and protect
the interest of the private property holders to vanish these
by the united forceful action of wage slaves of the world
is not progressive in this epoch.
He who is not against all slavery concepts to vanish all
such nonsense by the united forceful action of wage
slaves of the world is not progressive in this epoch.
He who is not against all weapons and instruments of
ruling classes , including state, political party, IMF etc
originated from the private property to serve and protect
the interest of private property holders to vanish all such
dangerous oppressive machines and harmful tools by the
united forceful action of wage slaves of the world is not
progressive in this epoch.
He who is not against political borders of the world to
vanish all such borders by the united forceful action of
wage slaves of the world is not progressive in this epoch.
He who is not against discrimination among the human
being even by sex, religion etc to vanish such
discriminations among the human being by the united
forceful action of wage slaves of the world is not
progressive in this epoch.
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27-02-15.
You Can Kill a Scientist but Not Science
You can kill a scientist or science writer, but you cannot
kill science.
Because, science is the code of creation, thus, science is a
fact so, science is real and reality of real life.
So, no killer will kill the all of the world.

26-02-15.
(2)
Is killing have power to stop science? No.
G.Bruno, a scientist who said that the earth is moving
has burnt alive at Rome, 1st January, 1600 by the order
of court to protect the reactionary interest. But failed.
Capitalist class has no scope to exist without science.
But, the reactionary capitalist class is working against the
scientific development for their sectarian interest.
Even, they do not hesitate to kill scientists or the writers
of science.
Abhijit Roy, a writer of a scientific book about the origin
of the Universe has killed in this evening at Dhaka,
Bangladesh. ( 26-02-2015)
Its not only a heinous jobs of fanatic force but also cause
of loss of the development of science, but the scientific
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development is unavoidable condition for the freedom of
all of the world.
No doubt, science will win, because it works.
Therefore, all nonsense ideas, ideologies, mythologies etc
will vanish by the united action of workers of the world
by a scientific society.
So, we have no option except know the science,
understanding the science, care the science and practice
the science for a scientific society by vanishing the
reactionary capitalist class -the producer of killers of
scientists and science writers by vanishing the so waste
capitalist class.

26-02-15.
(1) Information about Earth and…..
No one of 1 billion 1 hundred claimed creators and
maintainers of a 1 single Earth knows that the diameter
of the earth is 12, 742 km.
None of them knows, that the mass of the earth is
5.972E24 kg.
No one of them knows that the distance of the earth from
the Sun is 149,500,000 km or 8 min 19 s at light speed.
No one of them knows that the Average orbital speed of
the earth is 29.78 km/s and thereby 107200 km/h.
No one of them knows that the surface area of the earth is
510072000km2, but the land is 48940000 km2 (29.2%),
and the water is 361132000 km2 (70.8%).
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None of them knows that the surface gravity of the earth
is
9.807 m/s2.
No one of them knows that Surface pressure of the earth
is
101.325 kPa (at MSL).
No one of them knows that the Composition of the earth
by volume is as : 78.08% nitrogen (N2); 20.95% oxygen
(O2); 0.930% argon; 0.039% carbon dioxide; and 1%
water vapor (climate-variable).
No one of them knows that the diameter of the Sun is
about 109 times that of Earth, and it has a mass about
330,000 times that of Earth, accounting for about 99.86%
of the total mass of the Solar System.
No one of them knows even the age of the earth.
Rather, In 1650 Archbishop Ussher used the Bible to
calculate that the Earth was created in 4004BC.
(http://www.moorlandschool.co.uk/earth/earthorigin.htm)
But, the age of the earth is not less than 4.5 billion years.
Therefore, there is no doubt that they know nothing about
the earth and thereby the earthly lives.
But, sorry, yet they are exist as creators and maintainers
of the earth by the cunning tactics and ill motivated
policies of the ruling reactionary capitalist class to serve
and protect the parasitic interest to accumulate the capital
by exploiting the wage slaves.
Though, the above mentioned facts about the earth has
discovered by the capitalist society for the capitalist
interest.
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Therefore, the capitalist society has been suffering from
such contradiction even about the earth too.
Sure, the so waste capitalist society is a self-contradictory
society by the private ownership of capital. Because,
capital is a product of wage labour but not individually
but socially.
Certainly sure, the solution of such contradiction even
about the earth is the outcome of so many selfcontradictions of the capitalist society and mainly
contradiction of sellers and buyers of labour power of the
world by a scientific society where there is no existence
of such false, bogus and fabricated stories about the
creation and maintenance of the earth.

24-02-15.
Democracy is Dead
Democracy is dead, though there is election or voting
system to elect the executives of state to implement the
policies of global syndicates including IMF-the controller
of the world economy, founded by the winners of 2nd
world war including Leninist boss Stalin- a infamous
killer of the world.
Because, states are defunct under the rule of the global
syndicates including the IMF.
Because, no state have independent power to earn and
expend by earning the government fund by collecting tax
and tariff under the rule of the IMF.
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Rather, executives of such defunct states are nothing but
the local authorities to implement the policies of the
global syndicates mainly the IMF, even to determine the
tax and tariff policies.
Therefore, not the elected executives of such defunct
states even by a fair and free election have power to
implement any policy which is against the policy of the
IMF.
Certainly sure, a chief executive of a state, he who have
no power to earn and expend independently for his own
government to work by choice of the electoral college
thus, he have no scope to comply or honor and respect to
the views and opinions of voters.
In fact, such elected government is nothing but a
government to comply the policies of the global
syndicates mainly the IMF to work to serve the capitalist
interest locally by betraying the electoral college.
But, democracy, introduce by the revolutionary capitalist
class is nothing but a elected government to implement
the effective policies for the required development works
that is a democratic government is by the choice of
electoral college along with independent power of the
state to collect its fund mainly by collecting tax and tariff
to expend independently.
Though, a state is never a institution of all of a country,
rather, its a powerful and strongest machine among the
class instruments for the ruling class to oppress and
overpowering the ruled and exploited classes.
But, yet the Leninist parties are working for the so-called
self-dependent national economy with a claimed
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democratic state for all of a country along with so-called
new/people's democracy. How funny!
So, only the option to fight to abolish the moribund
capitalism by vanishing the wage slavery by abolishing
the selling and buying system by abolishing the private
property by vanishing all instruments for class rule and
class interest including IMF, states, political parties etc
by the working class.
In details: Fall of USSR Self-Term, a book, published by
the ICWF, @ www.icwfreedom.org .

22-02-15.
Patriot
If the politicians including Leninist bosses are patriot,
then who divide the countries ?
Noted, the founding members of the UN were 51 but now
198.
If the politicians including Leninist bosses are for socalled national economy, then who are the member of the
IMF-the controller of the world economy, founded by the
wining party of the 2nd world to serve the capitalist
interest globally ?
Noted, states are member of the IMF and currently the
member of the IMF is 198 but all member states are
defunct .
If the politicians including Leninist bosses are working
for so-called self-defendant economy, then who are the
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member of the WTO-the strong administrator to confirm
the free movement of capital and commodity all over the
world ?
Noted, more or less all states are the member of the WTO
except some non qualified.
Mentionable, capitalism is a global system, thus, all
nations are inter-dependent under the capitalist net; All
states are defunct under the rule of the IMF; There is no
option except practice the globalization policy under the
rule of the IMF and WTO for any state thus, there is no
existence of the so-called self -dependent economy.
Furthermore, capitalists are the slave of capital thus, they
have no scope to be patriot or lover of so-called national
economy or self-dependent economy by the existence
conditions of capital: (1) Reproduction; And (2)
Circulation.
Therefore, the progressive capitalist had practice the
colonial policy to conquer the other countries to create
world market by defeating the self-dependent local but
poor economy and by denying and ignoring the national
independency and patriotism.
But, winners of the 2nd world war has concluded the
colonial policy by founding the global syndicates
including IMF to implement and practice
the
globalization policy along with their members -the
defunct states.
Therefore, politicians including Leninist bosses as the
managers of the capitalist class to manage the capitalist
system have no scope to be a patriot or nationalist.
But, they have been using such false but emotional
slogans for patriotism, nationalism, self-defendant
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economy etc & etc to dive the workers of the world by
nation and country to protect the moribund capitalism.
So, its not just cheating!

21-02-15.
No Capitalist is fair and patriot
Capital is a fruit of unfairness, because capital is unpaid
labour thereby capitalist class as a whole is exploiter
thus, capitalist class as a whole is an unfair force.
Thereby. the capitalist class as a whole is not free from
lie, cheat, fraud, distrust, doubt, betray, rape, kill etc and
etc all existing crimes.
In fact, the capitalist society is the producer of lie, cheat,
fraud, etc all nonsense and thereby the so-waste capitalist
society is the supporter, defender, protector of all such
rubbishes.
Capitalism is a worldwide system, conquered by the
revolutionary capitalist class by uniting the unknown
earth and defeating and destroying all local and selfdependent but so poor economy along with beneficiaries
from the that nature dependent but poor economy.
Because, national boundary was not enough to develop
the capitalist system thus, colonial policy was the integral
part of capitalist development.
Currently, the moribund capitalist system is ruled by
some global syndicates including the IMF, founded by
the winners of the 2nd world war, including Stalin to
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control the world economy by ending the colonial policy
by creating defunct the state, in fact states are local unit
of the IMF, to implement the policies of it to serve and
protect the capitalist interest and capitalist system.
Sure, capitalist bosses has been branding the system as
globalization where the capital and commodity is free to
move all over the globe, and after some years it will be
punishable crime if any state create any restriction on
free movement of capital and commodity, under the firm
administration of the WTO with its judiciary power and
capacity.
So, no capitalist is patriot.
On the other hand, workers have no nation and country,
but they have a world to win by losing their chain by
vanishing the wage slavery by vanishing the capitalist
class by vanishing the capitalist society by vanishing the
private property, but unity of workers of the world is the
first condition for doing so for their emancipation.
Therefore, no one except some emotionally grieved and
concealed thus, politically motivated stupid or ignorant is
so-called ' patriot" in this capitalist society.
But, Leninist parties are for so-called patriotism, to
confuse and divide the workers of the world by nation
and country by such emotional political propaganda to
serve the capitalist interest.
Thus, Leninist parties are the party of capitalist interest
by claiming as patriot by denying and ignoring the real
picture of the globe and the politics of globalization.
So, no Leninist party is communist party.
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20-02-15.
(2) Obama For Real Islam!
Mr. Obama- president of the USA has declared that he
will fight for real Islam by fighting against the perverted
Islamists.
But, how he will determine the real and perverted
Islamist?
It was Mr. Obama, he who ordered to kill O.B. Laden-the
chief boss of Taliban, but currently Taliban’s are not
enemy rather the administration of Mr.Obama has started
discussion with Taliban by declaring that the Taliban is
not a terrorist organization, without any explanation of
such double standard of the authority of USA about
Taliban.
Was it not the Bush administration of USA has supported
and cooperated the Taliban to fight against ruined USSR?
Moreover, is the constitution of USA for such fight for
purify any religion-the politics of masters and lords but
defeated by the revolutionary capitalist class for the
development of the capitalist system by the politics of
secularism-the integral part of democracy.
Therefore, as a big boss of the reactionary capitalist class
Mr.Obama has ignored and denial the historical role and
pride of the revolutionary capitalist class to protect the
moribund capitalism by taking shelter to the religions
too.
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Furthermore, have Obama any such academic certificate
from any reputed University to judge the real and
perverted Islamist? No.
In fact. the reactionary capitalist class have no sense of
common by the huge pressure of huge load of huge stock
by the overproduction-the effect of reproduction-one of
the 2 conditions of existence of capital.
Thus, the disabled capitalist class has been suffering from
the insanity by the non-curable disease of capitalism- the
recession.
So, bosses of such patient of non-curable mental disorder
-the disabled capitalist class are not free from such
ignorance and double standard as Mr.Obama done by
such self-contradictory actions and declaration about
Taliban and Islam.

20-01-15.
(1)On Language
Is there any reason of lose, if some languages of Europe
will reduce and vanish by the modification of languages
by the terms and conditions of modernization of
instruments of production? No.
Rather, it would be better for users of the most modern
language for their easy expression and communication.
Therefore. such reduction or vanishing of some
languages are not only unavoidable but also so practical
for any other continents including Asia.
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Sure, there were so many languages but currently not in
use including the Devanagari- the original language of
Bengali language; Even, Sanskrit- the near past
Language of Bengal is not so useable at present though
its a state language of a state of India.
Sure, 50 % of total 6400 languages of the current world
will reduce and vanish by the next half century.
Moreover, no language is language of either father or
mother but a language is language for its users.
Therefore, there is no reason to disturbing the
modification of languages by blindness to any particular
language.
Thus, no such emotional approach to any particular
language is nothing but not only the blindness and
ignorance about the development of languages by the
development of the society but also a well planed and
organized political propaganda to divide and confuse the
working class to protect the moribund capitalism.
So, such emotional approach is not only disturbing the
modification process of languages but also a reactionary
job.
Noted, emotion is part of life but life is not a big bag of
emotion. rather, the earth is a practical thing, thereby, the
earthly lives specially human beings have no scope to be
non-practical for long by such emotional approach even
about language.
But, capitalist class is not free from such emotional
approach thus, capitalists has been exercising such
reactionary jobs even about language to spread the
emotional concepts to grief the wage slaves to confuse
them even by language to ignore and
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denial of the class and class interest by participating the
such chorus song to be blind to any particular language.
But, language of a wage slave is the language of his
work place thereby a wage slaves have need to learn one
more languages if need by the terms and conditions of his
labour market to sale his labour power to produce the
value, therefore, surplus-value, that is capital.
Certainly sure, the reactionary capitalist class as a whole
is against the modernization and modification of the
moribund capitalist society for its sectarian parasitic
interest, rather, the disabled capitalist class has been
disturbing the progress of social development by trying
to roll back the wheel of history by using even language
and religion.
But, the historical good bye of the capitalist class and
capitalism by wage slaves is the historical consequence
of the nonsense capitalism.
So, a most modern language will be evolved by the
development of the human society by the scientific
society, win by the working class for the easiest contact
and communication among the whole human being - a
most modern species with a single identity as human
being along with full sense of humanity.

18-02-15.
Elements of Commodity
Not nation, but labour is the one of two elements of
commodity.
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Not race, but labour is the one of two elements of
commodity.
Not color, but labour is the one of two elements of
commodity.
Not gender, but labour is the one of two elements of
commodity.
Not country, but labour is the one of two elements of
commodity.
Not leader, but labour is the one of two elements of
commodity.
Not extra-ordinary one , but labour is the one of two
elements of commodity.
Not great one, but labour is the one of two elements of
commodity.
Not hero, but labour is the one of two elements of
commodity.
Not guide , but labour is the one of two elements of
commodity.
Not religion, but labour is the one of two elements of
commodity.
Not politics, but labour is the one of two elements of
commodity.
Not soldier , but labour is the one of two elements of
commodity.
Not arms force, but labour is the one of two elements of
commodity.
Not banker, but labour is the one of two elements of
commodity.
Not trader, but labour is the one of two elements of
commodity.
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Not politician, but labour is the one of two elements of
commodity.
Not state, but labour is the one of two elements of
commodity.
And another element of commodity is natural resource.
But, national resource have no exchange value, though it
have use value.
But, commodity have use and exchange value.
Therefore, value of a commodity is nothing but labour.
But. buyers of labour power pay wage for buying the
labour power of sellers of labour power that is wage
slaves.
But, the price of a commodity is much higher than wage
pay for it.
And buyers of labour power owned the that part of price
of a commodity which is higher than wage for which
they do not pay.
Therefore, the unpaid labour is capital, owned by the
capitalist by exploiting the wage slaves thus, it’s unfair
and unjustified though it’s not illegal by their laws so,
capital is nothing but the fruit of corruption or unfairness
as capital is unpaid labor.
Thus, capitalist class as a whole is not only exploiter but
also corrupt, and wage slaves-the seller of labour power
is exploited and living with miseries and degradation.
So, there is no option except end the buying and selling
system to end the exploitation for the emancipation of the
workers.
Therefore, unity of workers of the world is the first
condition for the emancipation.
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Thereby, practice any such policy except unity of
workers of the world is helpful to confuse and divide the
workers of the world and thereby these policies are
harmful, dangerous and suicidal for the working class.
But, Leninist parties has been trying to divide the
workers of the world by nation, country, gender, great,
extra-ordinary etc & etc nonsense and rubbish but
fabricated and emotional concepts of patriotism, national
liberation, freedom of woman etc on the basis of
Leninism- the corruption of science of communism; and
the politics of state capitalism and so-called right of selfdetermination of nations.
Therefore, Leninist parties are so dangerous, so harmful
and suicidal for the working class.
So, there is no option except rejecting the Leninism to
rebuild the communist movement to form a working
class party that is a communist party to unite the workers
of the world to fight the wage slavery system to vanish
wage slavery by vanishing the commodity production
system by vanishing the private property by a communist
revolution by the working class alone for a exploitation
free society, where there is no discrimination among the
human being by nation, color, race, religion, sex etc thus,
all are equally dignified human being to do anything
freely including love and union, and identity of everyone
is human being with full sense of humanity.
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17-02-15.
(2) Politics
Politics is nothing but the supreme policy of all evils to
serve the parasitic interest by oppressing and
overpowering the exploited and others by the by born
condition of politics.
But, the politicians has been trying to impressing the
wage slaves and others to convince and confuse that the
politics is a great policy to serve all to ignoring and
denying the classes and class interest.
Therefore, politicians are not free from lie even about
politics.
Thereby, politicians are not free from acting as great to
sacrifice their lives for the well being of mass people.
Though, the size of pocket and private property of the
politicians mainly ruling parties has been increasing by
the size of power holding by them.
Undoubtedly, successful politicians are so expert to act as
required even by crying to cash the sympathy and support
even from the victims of politics.

17-02-15.
(1) Good Bye Capitalism
The Moribund capitalism is suffering from so many
nonsense including recession.
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The reactionary capitalist class has lost its ability to rule
the capitalist society by the effect of the repeated
recession -the non curable disease of capitalism by the
existing conditions of capital.
But, the disabled capitalist class has been trying to
protect the moribund capitalism for the sectarian interest
of it by trying to roll back the wheel of history therefore,
the reactionary capitalist class has taken shelter again to
the religion- the politics of masters and lords but defeated
by the revolutionary capitalist class to develop the
capitalist society- a global society, after the failure of
Leninism -the politics of state capitalism to serve the
capitalist interest.
Therefore, capitalist class as a whole are staying at
present but living in the hole of past by using the politics
of past.
Thus, capitalist class as a whole is nothing but ghost.
But, capitalists are alive to sucking the blood of working
class to accumulate capital by exploiting the sellers of
labour power.
So, the reactionary capitalist class has been suffering
from insanity by the load of huge stock.
Thereby,the disabled capitalist class can do anything
including killing its own members by anyhow without
caring its own law.
So, militarization of politics by using the
fundamentalism, fanaticism, racism, terrorism etc
rubbishes are the practice of the reactionary capitalist
class.
Therefore, the disabled capitalist class do not care its
well published claim -the rule of law to maintain the
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peaceful co-existence. In fact, lawlessness or anarchy is
the current condition of the moribund capitalism.
No way except vanish the capitalist system by the
working class to get relief from the such suffocating,
miserable and inhuman conditions by the insanity of
reactionary capitalist class-a permanent patient of mental
disorder by the economic anarchy by the existing
conditions of capital- (1) Reproduction; And (2)
Circulation.
So, good bye CAPITALISM.

16-02-15.
Earth
The Earth is one, but the claimed creators and
maintainers of it are not less than 1 billion 100.
But, no one of them knows even the diameter of the
earth.
More interesting that no such claimed creator knows that
the earth is moving. N.Copernicus is the first man who
said that the earth is moving.
Scientist Bruno is the 2nd who said that the earth is
moving. But, sorry to say that he was not only killed but
also burnt alive publicly at Rome city by the order of the
court at 1st January,1600 to protect the authority of the
divine right holders to rule, oppress, exploit and
overpowering the subjects and slaves by introducing and
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using the said creators and maintainers of the world to
justify the source of power of the masters and lords- the
parasitic section of the human being and the originators
of parasitism by dividing the human being into classes.
Galileo was not free from punishment by the court of
Rome for the same reason, but he was not killed directly
but imprisoned till death.
Certainly sure, no one of the said creators knows the real
age of the earth.
Even, no one of them knows the elements or properties of
the earth.
Undoubtedly, no one has created the earth.
Sure, the earth is a natural product, and age of it is known
thing by the scientists.
Noted, science is nothing but the code of creation.
Therefore, science is a factually fact thus, science is
reality so, science will win.
Thereby, all unscientific concepts that is all ill motivated,
sectarian and self-centred thus, fabricated &
manufactured stories about the earth and earthly lives by
the beneficiaries from the parasitic system for their
parasitic interest are not only lie and false but also
dangerous and harmful for the real life of the human
being.
No doubt, working class will vanish all such unscientific
thereby , false & foul stories thus, myth and mythologies
by their forceful actions globally for not only
emancipation of the working class alone but also freedom
and liberty of all of the world by a scientific society,
where there is no room for any parasitic exploiter, that'swhy there is no great or extra-ordinary or ordinary one
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but everyone is not only scientist but also equally
dignified as a human being free rule man by man.

14-02015.
No Law, No Crime, No punishment
Law makers are sure that the law itself an instrument to
control and rule the others thereby somebody will violate
the laws to deny the rulers for their interest, therefore,
there is penalty and punishment for violation of law.
Even, there is capital punishment for violation of some
laws in different countries.
Once upon a time there were 122 laws for capital
punishment at UK, though currently there is no law for
capitalist punishment at UK.
Therefore, law it-self is the best record of proof that the
law is for violation by somebody even by law makers
too.
Noted, there was no law before private property to
protect it for the parasitic interest of private property
holders by introducing the politics to rule, oppress and
overpowering the exploited and others.
Therefore, there was no violation of law before private
property and politics.
Thus, there was no penalty and punishment for violation
of law.
So, there was no crime before law, that is before private
property and politics no one was parasitic or criminal.
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The first written law is the Code of Humburrabi, but
more or less it’s with various sections for death sentence
to punish the violators to serve and protect the interest of
masters.
No doubt, if there is no private property, there is no
politics, thus, there is no law, so, there is no crime and
punishment.
Thereby, not the rule of law but the end of law is the
condition for the freedom of all of the world by ending
the politics by vanishing the private property thus, there
is uninterrupted peace.
Certainly sure, the outcome of sellers and buyers of
labour power of the world is a new society free from
private property, politics and law.
So, working class will win the new society where there is
no law, no crime, no punishment.

10-02-15.
About AAP
Is really the AAP ( Aam Aadmi Party, India) against
corruption? NO.
Because, it’s not against capital.
But, capital it-self is the fruit of corruption.
Because, capital is nothing but the unpaid labour.
Is AAP against the constitution of India? No.
But, the constitution of India is not against the capitalist
interest.
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Thereby, the AAP is not against capitalist interest thus,
its not against the reactionary capitalist class and the
moribund capitalism-the cause of all miseries of wage
slaves.
Certainly sure, working class -the producer of capital is
not ordinary but the only the genuine people and the hope
for the best future of the human being; And undoubtedly,
the members of capitalist class- a corrupt class as a whole
is not great but also a so waste class , because, it’s not
only the exploiter but also disturbing the scientific
development of the society.
But, the AAP has been acknowledging that the corrupt
capitalists are great and thereby the working people are
ordinary that is AAM ADMI, which is not only a
falsification of truth but also totally against the dignity of
working
class.
Thus, the name of AAP is it-self is against the working
class.
Noted, there is no basic difference among the registered
political parties of India by terms and conditions of the
registration to support, defend and protect the
constitution of India to serve the capitalist interest to
protect the so waste capitalist system- a corrupt system.

08-02-15.
Political Party and Country
No political party is working for the country, but working
to serve the capitalist interest by managing the capitalist
system to protect the capitalism for the capitalist class to
accumulate capital by exploiting the wage slaves.
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But, all political parties has been claiming and pretending
that they are serving the country to confuse and
blackmail the wage slaves to chain and divide them by
nation and country.
If fact, country is nothing but a part of the world chained
by the political boarder by the politicians. Thus, country
have no interest but the politicians have political interest
so there is conflict and contradiction among the
countries.
There was no political party before capitalism. Therefore,
the political parties has originated to serve the capitalist
system by serving the capitalist class by the capitalist
class to create every possible opportunity and scope to
produce commodity and to easier communication system
to circulate the capital so easily to the whole world for
the survival of the capitalist class by using the state
power and over powering the wage slaves for
maximizing the rate of accumulation of capital by
maximization of the rate of exploitation.
Therefore, capitalist class has created a world after its
own image, thus, capitalism is a worldwide system
currently ruled by the some global syndicates including
IMF-the controller of the world economy.
Moreover, disabled capitalist class has introduced the
WTO to ensure the free movement of commodity and
capital all over the world along its judicial power to
punish the violators’ country.
In fact, countries are the local unit of the IMF and WTO
and the governments are the local authority to implement
the policies of the said global syndicates to serve the
capitalist interest to protect the moribund capitalism.
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Noted, Founding members of the UN were 51, but now
198.
Therefore, records show that the political parties has been
increasing the number of country by dividing the
counties.
If the political parties are working for the country, then
how they dividing the countries?
So, not country but the interest of political parties are
serving the capitalist class, and if need by dividing the
countries.

07-02-15.
Language and state Language
There was no state, but there were languages.
Therefore, there was no state language before state.
Thus, if there is state, there is language for using by the
executives and officials of state to manage the parasitic
system for the interest of ruling class.
Noted, state is a powerful, strong but oppressive
machine thus its nothing but a class weapon to serve the
ruling class.
Currently, there are more than 6,000 languages all over
the world but all languages are not state language.
Moreover, more than 50% language of the world will be
reduced by the next 50 years.
Furthermore, language is nothing but an expression of
human being to contact and communicate among
themselves to maintain their daily lives and develop the
society.
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Thus, no particular language is so important more than
the development of lives of human being.
Rather, in the mean time so many languages have already
lost their existence by the development of human being
by developing the material condition of production
thereby the society.
So, no state language is so important more than the
development of human being to develop the material
conditions of the human being as a whole.
Rather, a most developed and most modern society of
human being will reduce so many languages for the
better contact and easiest communication of all members
of the human being , where there is no conflict and
discrimination among the human being even by
nationality and language or sex.
On the other hand states are defunct under the rule of the
IMF -the global financial instrument of capitalist
globalization.
Thus, so many state languages has been losing their use
under the such condition of moribund capitalism.
Furthermore, the defunct states will vanish by the
communist revolution by the working class alone by the
existing conditions of CAPITAL.
Therefore, there is no necessity of any state language in
a classless -state less and politics free society win by the
workers of the world.
Noted, emotion is a part of life but life is not a bag full of
emotion.
So, no emotional but the scientific concept is so
important to think and decide the real things of lives for
the betterment of real lives.
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05-02-15.
Dignity and Humanity
Not only against dignity but exploitation man by man is
also against the humanity.
Not only against dignity but miseries man by man is also
against the humanity.
Not only against dignity but undermining man by man is
also against the humanity.
Not only against dignity but ruling man by man is also
against the humanity.
Not only against dignity but dictating man by man is also
against the humanity.
Not only against dignity but controlling man by man is
also against the humanity.
Not only against dignity but punishing man by man is
also against the humanity.
Not only against dignity but killing man by man is also
against the humanity.
Not only against dignity but raping man by man is also
against the humanity.
Not only against dignity but torturing man by man is also
against the humanity.
Not only against dignity but dishonoring man by man is
also against the humanity.
Not only against dignity but division man by man is also
against the humanity.
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But, no class divided society including capitalism is free
from such inhuman actions to serve and protect the
parasitic interest of the private property holders.
Therefore, there is no option except vanish the capitalist
society- the last and final class divided society of history
to get relief from all such nonsense and rubbishes jobs by
man for the equal dignity of all by a humanitarian society
- the communist society.
Sure, working class will win the new society, where
everyone is equally equal thus, there is no discrimination
among the human being and that is a humanitarian
society- communism , free from the private property-the
cause all such nonsense inhuman jobs by man.

03-02-15.
Political Job and
A chief executive of a state or a contender for the post of
chief executive of a state have no financial problem to
live with that special job to manage the capitalist system
to serve and protect the capitalist interest.
But, a wage slave cannot live without selling his labour
power in this capitalist system to accumulate capital for
the capitalists.
Therefore, a job is so important for a wage slave to live.
But, the contenders for the job of chief executive of a
state do not care and hesitate to kill even the only earning
member of a family of a wage slave for their job.
The contest, competition, contradiction and conflict of
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contenders for the post of chief executive of a state along
with such dirty and heinous actions including violence,
war, killing, rape, arson etc to disturb the normal life of
others mainly the most effected wage slaves by these vile
jobs of them is called politics.
But, if there is no state, there is no post of a chief
executive of it, thereby, there is no contenders for the job
of the chief executive, thus, there is no politics, thereby,
there is no such nonsense actions of politics to kill and
disturb the normal life of human being.
Noted, state has originated from the private property to
oppress the others for the sectarian interest of parasitic
section of human being as emerged as a ruling class to
rule and overpowering the rest mainly exploited that is
slaves to protect the private property. It was so
unjustified but slaves were also the private property of
masters. Shame!
But, if there is no private property, there is no state to
serve and protect the class interest, therefore, there is no
politics to do the same nonsense jobs thus, all are free to
live their normal life with uninterrupted peace.
Sure, working class will win a new society without state
and politics.

01-02-15.
(2)

Rate of Billionaires

Jack Ma, was the first but today he is the 2nd richest man
of the 'socialist China' of the `great’ Leninist leader Mao'
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by losing 1.4 billion US dollar in a single day in the share
market. He is the founder of Ali Baba, an e-commerce
company.
Records show that the number one position for the rich
man of the world is not a permanent for anyone.
Because, there is competition among the billionaires of
the world.
Thus, no billionaire is safe and secure by such
competition system of the capitalist society- a society of
certainty of uncertainty.
Currently, the total number of billionaires of the world is
2,325 and among them - USA: 571; China: 190; and
Japan27.
(http://en.wikipedia.org/…/List_of_countries_by_the_nu
mber_o…)
Socialism is nothing but a discrimination free society by
the abolition of private property with all rights of
inheritances but with the ownership of the means of
production by society, thus, there is no scope to be a
private property holder, so, no question does arise at all
to be a billionaire in socialism.
There is no record of any billionaire in China before
1949, but now 190. On the other hand, the USA has
produce 571 billionaires by 225 years. And Japan is the
2nd richest country and the USA is number one by the
SDR records of the IMF, but Japan has only 27
billionaires.
It’s known that the unpaid labour is capital, therefore
capitalists are exploiter, and thereby billionaires of the
world are nothing but the biggest exploiters.
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Therefore, the place for producing the maximum number
of billionaires by shortest time is China of Mao.
Thus, the rate of exploitation is higher in China than
USA or Japan.
Therefore, if the China is a socialist, then why not the
USA is 1000 times more socialist for the lower rate of
exploitation than China.
In fact,as a Leninist boss Mao has founded a state of state
capitalism, where the rate of exploitation is much higher
than traditional capitalist countries.
USSR -founded by Lenin by a planed military coup was
also a state of state capitalism.
Noted, Leninism - an ideology but the corruption of
science of communism-discovered by Marx is not against
capitalism rather, it was useful to serve the capitalist
interest, but currently lost its utility by the politics of
globalization of the reactionary capitalist class.
In details: No Leninist Party is Communist Party, a book,
published by the ICWF, @ www.icwfreedom.org .

(1)

Rape and Punishment
There is law for death sentence for rape, but there is rape.
In fact, if there is law to protect the private property there
is violation of law, thus, there is lawful punishment.
But, if there is no law, there is no reason to violet the law
thus, there is no punishment. That means there is no
crime determined by law if there is no law.
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Undoubtedly, women are not sex commodity but yet
treated even, not only as sexual commodity but also sex
slave to produce legitimate inheritances to protect the
private property of their husbands.
Therefore, if there is no private property, there is no law
to restrict any one to do anything including love and
union, thus, question of violation of law does not arise at
all, so, there is no rape or violence.
Thereby, only the option for a rape free society to abolish
the private property to determined the equal dignity of all
by vanishing the all concepts -ideas etc nonsense those
are helpful or useful to create disparity and
discrimination among the human being.
Undoubtedly, working class will conquer a new society
where there is no private property, no classes, no law for
class interest, no crime, no punishment, no disparity or
discrimination among the human being even by sex, no
sex slave, no right of inheritance, no commodity, no
wage, no exploitation, no great or ordinary people, no
selling and buying.
So, there is no rape in that new society-Socialism.

31-01-15.
Politics
There is politics, but there are no contradiction, no
conflict, no violence, no conspiracy, no killing, and no
torture, is it possible? No.
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There is politics, but there are no exploitation, no
miseries, no oppression, no overpowering, no
undermining, no hateful behaviors, no lie, no cheat, no
fraud, and no betraying, is it possible? No.
There is politics, but there is no rape, no ugly and dirty
jobs, no ferocious events, and no brutalities, is it
possible? No.
There is politics, but there is no class, no class rule, no
class instruments, and no class struggle, is it possible?
No.
There is politics, but there is no disparity, or no
discrimination among the human being, is it possible?
No.
There is politics, but there is no war or no war war
situation, or no possibility of war , is it possible? No.
There is politics, but there is no arms forces to kill, to
torture, to intimidate, is it possible? No.
There is politics, but there is no uncertainty, is it
possible? No.
There is politics, but there is no parasitic, is it possible?
No.
There is politics, but there is no hateful situation, is it
possible? No.
There is politics, but there is no private property-the
cause of all such nonsense and rubbishes, is it possible?
No.
There is politics, but there is no want of peace, is it
possible? No.
But, if there is no politics, there is no such nonsense and
rubbishes therefore, there is uninterrupted peace for all of
the world.
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So, a peace lover have no option except fight against the
private property to vanish the politics by vanishing the
private property holders by disappearing the capitalist
society by the forceful action of the working class -the
only and alone force to do the same for a discrimination
free society, where there is no exploitation, thus, there is
no politics, so there is no want of peace.
Noted, politics has introduced by the masters to serve and
protect the private property by so many political
instruments.
Political party - a modern instrument to exercise the
political power to serve and protect the capitalist private
property has introduced by the capitalist class.

29-01-15.
Education professionals to Kill……
A provincial Government of Pakistan has announced to
provide fire arms to the educational professionals to kill
terrorists, without trial.
No doubt, capitalist society based on private property is
not free from personal conflict, or personal enmity.
Therefore, there is scope and opportunity to take revenge
by killing the personal enemies by branding the killed as
a terrorist by the educational professionals by getting the
fire arms to kill.
Educational professionals are for helping the students to
improve their level of information but not killing.
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But, now they will kill by the fire arms, provided by the
Government. Therefore, how they will perform their
professional duties? Will the students of them will feel
free to talk with them? Will they get extra benefit from
the Government for charging such extra duty to kill?
If the educational professionals will do the same then
what will be conditions of the regular arms forces,
though the arms forces are not allowed to fire at sight
without some special conditions, define by the laws and
rules.
Is not the announcement of the said government is not a
bitter record of proof of inability of state to survive?
Sure, states are defunct under the rule of the IMF.
No doubt, reactionary capitalist class has been suffering
from insanity for its disability to run the society by the
load of over production.
Now, a section of reactionary capitalist class is not only
suffering from insanity but also the heinous tendency of
killing the contenders.
Mentionable, no terrorist is free from capitalist concepts
to increase his political power to dominate the others to
increase his material benefits by serving the state power.
Religious terrorist to Maoist no one is working for the
disappearing the capitalist system by the working class,
rather, they are trying to confusing and dividing the
workers of the world by their political creeds and views
to protect the capitalist society.
Certainly sure, unity of workers of the world is the first
condition and united action of the leading countries ( G7) at least is one of the first conditions for the peace of all
by vanishing the all fire arms and arms forces to kill.
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Therefore, a peace lover have no option except trying to
work to unite the workers of the world to vanish such
heinous capitalist class along with its all instruments to
rule and overpowering the working class including arms
forces for the uninterrupted peace for all of the world.

28-01-15.
New Government of Greece
Will the new Government of Greece will fight against
wage slavery? No.
Will the new Government of Greece will vanish the
constitution of Greece- a constitution for the capitalist
interest, to end the scope and facility of exploiters for the
interest of exploited wage slaves? No.
Will the new Government of Greece will vanish the
selling and buying system to end the exploitation? No.
Will the new Government of Greece will end the selling
and buying of labour power to end the exploitation and
miseries of wage slaves? No.
Will the new Government of Greece will abolish all
personal laws in relation to private property-the cause of
all evil jobs including killing, violence, rape etc with all
rights of inheritance ? No.
Will the new Government of Greece will disappear the
arms forces to end the war, killing, violence, etc
nonsense? No.
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Will the new Government of Greece will destroy and
vanish the prison and penal code to free the inhabitants ?
No.
Will the new Government of Greece will vanish the
commodity production to vanish the capital- the unpaid
labour ? No.
Will the new Government of Greece will reduce the
capitalist education system- a system to produce the
human tools for the capitalist mode of production? No.
Will the new Government of Greece will withdraw the
membership of Greece from the IMF-the controller of the
world economy to serve and protect the capitalist interest
and moribund capitalism? No.
Therefore, what the new Government of Greece will do
for the interest of working class?
Nothing, nothing and nothing.
Noted, the cost and expenditure of a state is nothing but a
part of surplus-value, produce by the wage slaves.
Thus, if there is state, there is exploitation even to
maintain it to maintain the capitalist system - a
worldwide system to accumulate capital by exploiting the
wage slaves to overpowering the wage slaves.
So, the left party of the Greece -the winner party of
recent parliament election,2015, and thereby, it is going
to form the government of Greece is nothing but the left
side of the reactionary capitalist class- suffering from
insanity by the huge pressure of recession -the non
curable
disease
of
capitalism.
Therefore, the new Government of Greece will
undoubtedly suffer by the insanity, thus, failure of the left
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party to run the Government smoothly is due and
unavoidable.

26-01-15.
An Illusion of Independent Country
India was the founding member of the IMF-the controller
of the world economy, and a global syndicate of
capitalist class to serve the capitalist interest by serving
the capitalist system by injuring and defunct the states to
protect the moribund capitalism.
India is not out of the IMF, yet even it did not withdrawn
its membership from the IMF after 1947.
No member state of the IMF have independent capacity
even to fix and determine the tax and tariff policies to
earn and expend. In fact, government of a member state
of the IMF is nothing but the local agent of the IMF to
implement the policies of the IMF, even if some of these
policies are against the constitution and laws of
respective country.
India was under capitalist system before participation1947 and still now under the same capitalist system,
introduced and developed in India by the France East
India Company and mainly British East India company
by defeating the Indian reactionary rulers but not only
politically but also disappearing the local, self-dependent
and nature dependent but so poor economy, where the
famine was a regular yearly events to kill so many people
and lives of people were still and unchangeable as like as
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plants along with slavery customs and traditions to
worship even to cow or tree to gain the material benefit
from not only cow but also non-material or no existing
but claimed and believed authorities by the lesson,
teaching and concepts of different ideologies, creeds etc
of various faith from religions, mythologies-the politics
of masters and lords. There was absolute blindness and
ignorance even about life and death.
Capitalism is not only a more and more advanced
economy with a global system but also a enlightened
society with science and modern education system,
political system with modern law and judiciary ,
transportation and communication system etc from such
poor and self-dependent economy, though it is not free
from exploitation and class division , rather, capitalist
class has produced the working class to accumulate the
capital by exploiting the wage slaves by buying the
labour power of working class .
Undoubtedly, the Indian capitalist has got more and more
scope and opportunities to increase their volume of
capital by getting the political power from England and
France to rule and overpowering the wage slaves of India
by the effect of 2nd world war by ending the colonial
policy-the integral policy for capitalist development by
the winners of the 2nd world war including Leninist boss
Stalin –the key founders of the UN, IMF etc global
authority.
But, the capitalist class as a whole has got the chance and
scope to divide the workers of the world by founding
such so-called independent states like as India to protect
the moribund capitalism with a disabled capitalist class to
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rule the capitalist society but patient of insanity by the
huge load of stock by practicing the politics of claimed
national liberation by implementing the so-called right of
self-determination of nations as a declared policy of the
UN .
Noted, Lenin and his party and the so-called 3rd
International founded by Lenin, Trotsky etc was for the
so-called right of self-determination of nations.
Not only cheat and deprive but the said policy is effective
to ignore the class identity of working class by working
class by the foul but emotional ideas of nationalism; and
its useful to dived the workers of the world by nation and
country. But, unity of workers of the world is the first
condition for the emancipation of them, those who have
nation and county but a world to win by losing their
chain.
Therefore, founding such so-called new state is so useful
for the capitalist class as a whole though some member
of it has lost something by losing their political power.
But what about working class? Nothing less than
increasing the rate of exploitation, and losing the class
interest thus increasing the miseries, disunity by ignoring
the class identity by the illusion of independent country.
Thus, not getting any such so-called independent country
to lose and chained but the workers of the world has need
unity to fight against capitalist class globally for their
emancipation.
So, a working class party is a historical necessity to unite
the workers of the world to fight against the capitalist
class and system to vanish both by their global forceful
action for their emancipation, where there is no class, no
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class rule thus, no class instruments including state, UN,
IMF etc.

25-01-15.
No Politician in Communism
Lenin

was a successful politician. He was the founder
of the Leninism. But, the
rejection of poisonous Leninism-the corruption of
science communism -discovered by Marx is unavoidable
condition to know and understand the capitalist system,
socialism - the historical consequence of capitalism by a
communist revolution by only working class- the ever
biggest global events -imposed by the reactionary
capitalist class and communist party - a party of only
working class to unite the workers of the world to fight
against capitalist class by fighting against wage slavery
to vanish the wage slavery to end the exploitation by
abolishing the private property
Politics is not free from violence thus its not free from
drama of so-called peace by politicians. But, the hard
reality is that if there is politics there is no peace.
Because, there is private property thus, there is contest,
contradiction, conflict etc to accumulate the capitalproduce by the wage slaves.
In fact, capitalist society based on private property is a
society of certainty of uncertainty. So, no one is safe and
secure in capitalist society- a global society, currently
ruled by the some global syndicates including IMF-the
controller of the world economy.
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A successful politician is a best actor to stage a drama for
his political interest to impress his supporters and to
confuse the wage slaves to win their support to him by
ignoring the interest of working class.
There is no doubt that the public statement and hidden
agenda of a successful politician is not same but, the
followers and supporters of a successful politician
believe his public statement without considering his
overall activities to serve a section of parasitic people to
increase their volume of wealth by serving the capitalist
interest as a whole.
Even, his pocket is not so narrow to put his personal
share for such acting to create such nonsense impression
that he is serving and protecting the interest of people of
his country as a claimed leader of people.
But, people is a combination of classes but there is
contradiction among the exploiter capitalist class and
exploited working class by the condition of accumulation
of capital-the unpaid commodity. Thus, no one is out of
class and class interest in the capitalist society, thereby,
the very word 'people' is a well fabricated term to mislead
the workers.
So, no politician is a leader of people but the servant of
capitalist class in this capitalist society to manage the
capitalist system.
Thus, politicians have no option except to play such role
of such false leader of people to hide the fact of politics
too.
Therefore, politics and politicians are not free from lie
too.
No doubt, peace in such uncertain capitalist society is a
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day dream but an artificial projection, a false political
propaganda and a fake commitment of politicians.
Sure, if there is no politics, there is uninterrupted peace
for all of the world and that society is a communist
society, where there is no private property but social
ownership of means of production.
So, there is no politician in communism.

24-01-15.
Socialism is free from politics
There was no politics, no political authority, no kingdom
or state before the slavery society-the first class divided
society.
Therefore, there was no class, no exploitation, no
oppression, no torture, no violence, no rape, no killing
man by man thus, there was no discrimination among the
human being even by sex in the ancient society.
And, undoubtedly there was no private property-the root
of all evil works including rape and killing.
The inhabitants of ancient society were free to migrate to
any where to live and stay for their survival.
But, currently people of the world are restricted to go
anywhere by their choice by the political authority. Yeah,
there is not less than 265 administrative unite in the
world including 198 member state of the UN to restrict,
though the capital and commodity will be free to move
all over the world by the agreement of GAT, 1995 to
ensure the free market economy.
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Noted. the age of human being is not less than 2,000,000
years but the age of class divided society is not more than
5600 years.
In the meantime the slavery and feudal both societies has
vanished by the outcome of class struggle.
So, there is no reason to be continuing the so waste
capitalist society with a disabled capitalist class.
Certainly sure, the outcome of contradiction of working
class and capitalist class is the socialism- a
discrimination free society.
So, private property, wage slavery, exploitation,
oppression, torture, violence, rape, killing and all such
nonsense will be vanish by the vanishing of politics by
the revolutionary working class.
Therefore, the world will be a political boundary free
world with a most modern society along with most
modern and scientific but so lovely and friendly ever
green human being to work to win the nature.

23-01-15.
Politics, political party and Political
Contenders
There was politics but not political party before the
capitalist system. In fact, politics is the supreme policy of
all nonsense policies of parasitism, introduced by the
masters and lords for their parasitic interest.
Therefore, a political party is nothing but the servant of
parasitic section of the capitalist society, but a ruling
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party is not only servant but also manager of the
capitalist class, therefore, there are so many scope and
opportunity to earn and use the various facilities in cash
and kind by the ruling party. Even, oppositions are not
always deprived.
Therefore, there is contradiction, contest and conflict
among the political parties to occupy the state power to
enjoy the state power to gain the different benefits by
maintaining the capitalist system by oppressing and
overpowering the working class; and by founding,
building, constructing and creating the required
structures, installations, institutions, transportation and
communication for the easiest circulation of capital and
quickest reproduction of commodity to accumulate
capital by exploiting the wage slaves.
So, state power is so necessary for gaining the material
benefit by managing the capitalist system by a political
party.
But, sorry, capitalism is in moribund condition with so
many defunct states by the rule of the some failed global
syndicates including the IMF, and thereby the reactionary
capitalist class have no ability to lead and rule the
society, thus, there are so danger, so waste and so
heinous conditions in all over the world by the so many
vile and brutal actions of the contenders of state power
among the contesting political parties including war,
violence, political unrest etc & etc.
Therefore, there is no alternate except ending the politics
by vanishing the political parties by disappearing the
capital by overthrowing the disabled capitalist class into
the air by abolishing the capitalist private property by the
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working class to get relief from the such so waste
situation and rubbish conditions.
No doubt, working class will win their world by
defeating the so reactionary capitalist class.

18-01-15.
He Who…..
He who is not against private property or wage slavery is
not against exploitation or politics.
Religions were the politics of masters and lords to serve
the sectarian parasitic interest of them by protecting the
private property, and yet exist because, there is private
property, though, the revolutionary capitalist class has
defeated the lords and masters along with politics of lords
and masters by the politics of secularism-the integral part
of democracy to develop the capitalist society- a
worldwide society.
But, it was the reactionary capitalist class who has used
to like to nourish and spreading the views of decayed
religions to protect their private property by confusing
the working class- the only revolutionary class to fight to
vanish the capitalist class by vanishing the private
property by replacing the capitalist society by the
communist society- a society with common ownership of
means of production. But, failed.
Therefore, the disabled capitalist class has introduced
Leninism -the politics of state capitalism and so-called '
right of self-determination of nations' to confuse the
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working class about capitalism, communism, communist
revolution etc, and divide the workers of the world by the
nation and country to protect the decayed capitalism. But
failed.
Therefore, the reactionary capitalist class has been
suffering from the insanity by repeated failure to protect
the capitalist class from the huge pressure of huge load
of huge stock even by taking the politics of capitalist
globalization to control the capitalist system by some
global syndicates including the IMF.
Thus, the reactionary capitalist class as a permanent
patients of insanity by the failure to solve the problems
and crisis of unsolvable disease of capital -the recession
has been using the tactics of quarrel, conflict,
contradiction etc by using the so many dead and
unnecessary or useless issues including religion among(1) the nations; (2) countries; (3) religious camp; (4)
groups for religion and against religion; (5) race; (6)
ethnicity etc to create violence, war and war war situation
to try to get some sorts of relief by destroying the
structures and installments along with various things to
get relief from current recession; involving the working
class with such nonsense contradictions to take their
active participation with any section of the capitalist class
those are involve in conflict by ignoring the class
contradiction and class struggle between the capitalist
class and working class by losing and damaging the class
interest and class identity of workers of the world.
Killing of Paris, ( Jan-2015) and so many places of the
world is nothing but the filthy effect of such heinous
tactics and policies of the so reactionary capitalist class.
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Noted, no conflicting group is against private property or
wage slavery to vanish the politics for the freedom and
liberty of all of the world.
Sure, there is no alternate except unity of workers of the
world to fight against the wage slavery to vanish it by
vanishing the capitalist class by vanishing the capitalist
system by vanishing the private property by ending the
politics by a communist revolution by working class
alone.

17-01-15.
Politics is not Free From War
Politics is not free from war, violence, killing, arson,
rape, destruction etc nonsense and many other inhuman
actions thereby, these heinous activities are not out of
politics, since the introduction of politics.
Politics has introduced by the masters by founding their
kingdoms to serve and protect the parasitic interest of
them by using, exploiting and overpowering the slaves by
introducing private property.
Therefore, the politics is nothing but the effective
policies for private property to serve and protect the
sectarian parasitic interest of the private property holders.
Noted, kings that is the political bosses of masters of
slaves has introduced the weapons and tools of war with
arms forces to protect their political authority and to
extend the area of their kingdoms by defeating others
kings.
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However, defeated kings were not free to try to regain the
political authority of their lost kingdoms.
In fact, the age of politics and parasiticism is the same
thereby, the age of politics and killing, violence, rape etc
rubbishes is same, and all such inhuman works are the
inter-related things of politics.
So, the politics is nothing but the supreme policy of all
nasty policies.
Therefore, if there is politics, there is classes, and if there
is classes, there is exploitation, thus, there is parsiticism,
and if there is parasiticism, there is war, violence, killing,
rape, arson, destruction etc filthy activities.
But, if there is no politics, there are no classes, thus, there
is no parsiticism, thereby, there is no war, no violence, no
killing, no rape, no arson, no destruction and etc dirty
works against the human being and humanity.
Therefore, there are no arms and arms forces to serve and
protect the parasitic interest.
Thus, there is uninterrupted peace with a friendly and
lovely relation among the human being, where there is no
private property for the parasitic interest, thus, there is no
discrimination and disparity among the human being. So,
all are equal with equality or equal dignity.
Certainly sure, workers of the world will conquer their
world by defeating the last and final parasitic class of
history-the capitalist class.
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16-01-15.
Not only the Capitalists of a state but
Not only the capitalists of a state but a government is
serving the interest of the capitalist class of the world by
managing the capitalist mode of production - a
worldwide system, currently financially ruled by the
IMF-a global syndicate to control the world economy.
Therefore, executives of various states mainly developed
countries has been not only expressing their concern
about the waste political situation of a country but also
intervening to end it to protect the capitalist society-a
global society.
Therefore, the winners of the 2nd world war- the political
bosses of capitalist class of the world has founded so
many global organizations including the UN to do this
such action of intervention.
Sure, capitalist class as a whole is not free from their
inner contradiction, contest, conflict etc thus, there is
division among the political bosses of capitalist class,
thereby. there is difference of opinion of representatives
of different countries at various global forum about the
actions because of economic interest of them at the
concern countries.
Therefore, no state is running by the only executives of it
but also the executives of so many states and global
agencies.
In fact, states are defunct under the rule of such global
agencies. Thus, no state have independent power to take
economic policy to earn its fund to expend by collecting
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the tax, tariff etc thereby there is voting to appoint the
executives of states but there is no democracy.
So, democracy is dead.
Therefore, there is only one single option to replace the
capitalist system by the communist system by the
common ownership of means of production to produce
necessary things for all of the world by all able bodied
by ending the selling and buying system by a communist
revolution by the working class alone- the only
revolutionary class of this epoch.
But, Leninist parties are working to occupy the state
power to form a so-called self-dependent and
new/people's democratic state, as they have been
claiming that they are socialist. How funny!
More details: NO LENINIST PARTY IS COMMUNIST
PARTY, a book, published by the ICWF, @
www.icwfreedom.org.

15-01-15.
Capitalism is in Moribund Condition
Capitalism is in moribund condition by the repeated
recession by the existing conditions of capital.
In fact, the capitalist class has lost its ability to rule the
society since the capitalist society had become old before
the manifesto of the communist party by Marx and
Engels had public-1948.
But, yet the moribund capitalism along with a disabled
capitalist class is exit under the rule of some global
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syndicates including the IMF- because, workers of the
world is not united to disappear the moribund capitalism.
Because there is no working class party to unite the
workers of the world to fight against the capitalist class
by fighting against wage slavery to vanish it by a
communist revolution.
On the other hand WB, IMF etc has failed to control the
capital from creating the recession by the existing
conditions of capital. Thus, there is recession since 2008.
Therefore, the reactionary capitalist class has been
suffering from the insanity by the heavy pressure of huge
load of stock.
Thus, the disabled capitalist class has been using the
religions -the politics of masters and lords to protect the
capitalist society. So, there is not only local or regional
war or civil war but also religion war is ongoing in
different parts of the globe.
Noted, the revolutionary capitalist class has defeated the
politics of the masters and lords by using the politics of
secularism-the integral part of democracy to developed
the capitalist society.
In fact, the reactionary capitalist class has taken shelter to
the past.
Therefore, there is no alternate except a communist party
to unite the workers of the world for a communist
revolution to vanish the so-waste capitalism by vanishing
the reactionary capitalist class for a classless society for
protecting the human being from such insecure situation.
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13-01-15.
Not only one single life but
Not only one single life but a human body have contain
more or less 77 to 100 trillion lives.
Therefore, the human body is composed of above
mentioned number of cells.
Remarkable, the cell is the basic structural, functional,
and biological unit of all known living organisms.
Cells are the smallest unit of life that can replicate
independently, and are often called the "building blocks
of life".
Therefore,
(a) All living organisms are composed of one or more
cells;
(b) The cell is the most basic unit of life; And
(c) All cells arise from pre-existing, living cells.
Noted, the cell was discovered by Robert Hooke in 1665,
and the cell theory, first developed in 1839 by Matthias
Jakob Schleiden and Theodor Schwann.
Though, Cells emerged at least 3.5 billion years ago from
non living elements.
Therefore, the death of a human being does not mean that
the disappearance of a so-called single soul from his
body.
In fact, there was no scope to know the fact of death or
meaning of death and the origin of life before the
discovery of cell.
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Thereby, the origin of life was unknown before the " Cell
theory".
So, all concepts, ideas etc about life and death were
wrong before 1839.

12-01-15.
Lie is Lie
Politicians are nothing but the managers of capitalist
class to manage the capitalist interest by overpowering
the working class and creating the proper scope and
facilities by constructing the required structures,
transportation and communication system for ensuring
the friendly conditions for production and circulation of
commodity so easily and speedily to defend the existing
conditions of capital.
Sure, maintaining the law and order by the concern
authorities is another task of the executives of states.
Noted, executives of states are the leading politicians.
But, politicians has been claiming that they are serving
the whole people of their respective states. Therefore,
they are not only servant of people but also so great.
In fact, politicians has been trying to confuse the working
class by spreading such politics of greatness of
politicians and service of them for the so-called people to
ignoring the class, class interest and class role in this
capitalist system ruled by the disabled capitalist class.
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Capital is the fruit of exploitation, thus, capitalist class as
whole is not only exploiter but also liar about the capitalthe unpaid labour.
Thus, managers of capitalist class have no option except
to lie and cheat the working class to be a successful
politicians. But, lie is lie.

10-01-15.
There is poor, because there is rich
There is poor, because there is rich
There is poor, because there is rich.
There is misery , because there is rich.
There is crime, because there is rich.
There is unfairness, because there is rich.
There is corruption, because there is rich.
There is killing, because there is rich.
There is rape, because there is rich.
There is violence, because there is rich.
There is war, because there is rich.
There is exploitation, because there is rich.
There is wage slavery, because there is rich.
There is classes, because there is rich.
There is discrimination, because there is rich.
There are ideologies, because there is rich.
There is ignorance, because there is rich.
There is superstition, because there is rich.
There is ill mentality and meanness, because there is rich.
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There is ill health, because there is rich.
There is class rule, because there is rich.
There are weapons to kill, because there is rich.
There are instruments to torture, because there is rich.
There is politics to overpowering others, because there is
rich.
There is state to ruled, because there is rich.
There are global syndicates to serve the exploiters,
because there is rich.
There is rich, because there is private property.
But, if there is no private property, there is no such
nonsense thus, there is no poor and rich, so everyone is
equally equal, thereby all are free to do anything
including love and union in communism - a society with
common ownership of means of production.

05-01-15.
I am with Marx but against Lenin
I am with Marx.
But, not because of that he was a extra-ordinary or great
leader or messenger or universal reformer , rather, as a
scientist he had discovered the science of communism,
thereby he worked for communism - a discrimination
free society, which is the historical consequence of
capitalism therefore, communism is inevitable by the
existing conditions of capital.
Noted, capital cannot exist without reproduction and
circulation. But, the outcome of reproduction is over
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production, and the effect of over production is stock that
is recession, and the result of recession is the disturbance
of circulation thereby, there is anarchy and the outcome
of such anarchy is the cause of lose of private ownership
along with so many problems and crisis of capitalist class
by labour unrest, riot, war and war- war situation, killing,
bankruptcy etc & etc.
Therefore, consequence of repeated recession -the non
curable but unavoidable disease of capitalism by the
existence conditions of capital is the social ownership of
means of production and that is socialism.
Sure, working class-the product of the capitalist class will
vanish the capital and capitalist class by a communist
revolution, imposed by the reactionary and disabled
capitalist class but done by the revolutionary working
class.
Its my pleasure, that I am with working class-the hope of
future for liberty and freedom of all by playing a
historical role to make sure the communist society by
their global unity and global united action.
In fact, working class is the builder of future history of
human being by the conditions of capital for their
emancipation from the exploitation and miseries by the
capitalist private property.
So, I am with the revolutionary force of history.
Certainly sure, Marx and Engels both were for
communist revolution by the working class alone for
communism - a global society.
No doubt, a communist revolution is the culmination of
the contradiction of sellers and buyers of labour power of
the world to replace the so waste capitalist society by the
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communist society; thus, its unavoidable because, there is
contradiction among the buyers and sellers of labour
power, because buyers of labour power are exploiter for
paying wage to the sellers of labour power and sellers of
labour power are exploited by producing the value,
therefore, surplus-value against wage, but the communist
revolution is not possible in one country alone.
Because, capitalism is a worldwide system introduced by
the revolutionary capitalist class by conquering and
uniting the whole world by the capitalist system by
defeating the self-dependent but so poor and backward
local economic system by defeating the rulers of the said
pre-capitalist societies.
So, capitalism is a global society.
Sure, the colonial policy was the integral condition for
the development of capitalism by the above mentioned
existing conditions of capital. Therefore, it was
progressive policy of the revolutionary capitalist class.
But, now capitalism is in moribund condition by the
existing conditions of capital, under the rule of some
global syndicates including the IMF, to serve the
capitalist interest to protect the moribund capitalism by
controlling the world economy to avoid the recession, but
failed.
Thus, the colonial policy has lost its utility and thereby
the globalization is the policy of the disabled capitalist
class by making sure the defunct condition of states
under the rule of said global agencies by make sure the
dead condition of democracy, introduced by the
revolutionary capitalist class along with secularism-the
integral political philosophy of democracy to defeat the
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religion-the politics of masters and lords-the beneficiaries
of the pre-capitalist societies.
I am against Lenin.
Because,
(a) Lenin has founded a state of state capitalism at Russia
by a military coup where the rate of exploitation was
much higher than USA but he has claimed that he has
founded a socialist state, which is not only false and a
historical lie but also a bad effort to create confusion
about socialism and capitalism to serve the decayed
capitalism by corrupting science of communism, thereby
he has used the name of Marx with his bad political
intention to confuse the working class by the false
claiming of him that Marx - a producer of so-called
Marxism was his teacher, and later on by the claim of
Leninist bosses Lenin was the founder of Leninism -the
corruption of the science of communism. But. science
and ideology is not the same rather total opposite;
(b) Lenin was against the colonial policy but not the
capitalist system as a whole by the politics of so-called '
right of self-determination of nations' of the Bolshevik
party therefore, he was for national liberation to confuse
and divide the workers of the world by nation and
country to serve the capitalist interest by protecting the
decayed capitalism by the state capitalism;
(c) Lenin was never a communist for a communist
revolution by the working class alone for communism- a
society free from capital, commodity, wage slavery,
selling & buying, exploitation, torture, killing, rape, war,
politics, state and state related things but with an
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association of all of the world with the recall system and
scope for all to hold any post of the association to
communicate and coordinate the social information and
production for all of the world by all able bodied with
most modern equipments and instruments of production
and communication, therefore, communism is free from
private property -the cause of all evils and miseries but
with social/common ownership of the means of
production thus, socialism is free from class therefore,
there is no discrimination among the human being thus,
all are equally treated by all so, all are free to do anything
freely including love and union; And,
( d) Lenin was a great leader, great teacher by claim of
Leninist bosses but he was extreme dictator by the
politics of his state capitalism and the practicing
organizational policy -the democratic centralism,
therefore, Lenin was for discrimination among the human
being.
Moreover, capital is not the product of any singe great
man but social labour. But the private ownership of
capital is a self-contradictory thing and this selfcontradictory private ownership of capital or capitalist
means of production is capitalism therefore, capitalism is
a self contradictory, unjustified and unfair society.
Sure, unpaid labour is capital and its the code of capital ,
discovered by Marx.
No doubt, capitalist mode of production is the creator of
sense and concept of equality, because of social condition
of the capitalist production therefore, common ownership
of means of production is the essential and unavoidable
condition to practice the sense of equality by vanishing
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the private property thus, communism is the society of
equals by the social ownership by fulfillment of sense of
equality by the social production system of capitalism.
So, there is no room for any great or extra-ordinary
people in communism- the historical consequence of
sense of equality of all created by the capitalism.
In details: Lenin Cheat & Betraying Marx So IMF The
World Lord And....... a book, published by the ICWF, @
www.icwfreedom.org.

04-01-15.
Nationality, ethnicity etc will reduce and disappear by the
united movement of working class to win their world by
disappearing the political border by disappearing the state
and state related things by disappearing the capitalist
class by disappearing the capitalist private property by a
communist revolution that is the united forceful action of
workers of the world.
But, Leninist parties are for so-called " right of selfdetermination of nations" thereby they are for so-called
national liberation.
Therefore, Leninist parties are for nationalism but not
communism by disappearing the nationality.
Thus, Leninist parties has been working to divide
workers of the world by country and nation by their
politics of nationalism.
But, unity of workers of the world is the first condition
for the emancipation of working class.
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Undoubtedly, practicing any such policy to divide the
workers of the world by a party is nothing but the crime
against working class.
Thereby, Leninist parties has been committing such
crime against working class since the Bolshevik party has
started its works with such nonsense politics of so-called
right of self-determination of nations to serve the
capitalist interest.
In details: NO LENINIST PARTY IS COMMUNIST
PARTY, a book, published by the ICWF @
www.icwfreedom.org .

31-12-14.
(3)

Not time or year but the existing condition of
the society is the determining factor of life.
Therefore, there is no reason to celebrate any
new year day for success of life of any one.
But, there is custom and tradition to celebrate the new
year’s day along with so many functions by so many
manners.
Noted, calendar has introduced by the rulers to collect tax
and rent for a particular period for their parasitic lives.
Roman calendar was not 12 but with 10 months.
Naming the months of the Roman calendar by the name
of mythological authorities by the introducer of the said
calendar to impose the mythological lords by naming the
name and day of the calendar.
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The Gregorian calendar, also called the Western calendar
and the Christian calendar, is internationally the most
widely used civil calendar. It is named for Pope Gregory
XIII, who introduced it in 1582 CE to memorize the
birth day of Jesus as such as it was a special day.
But, sure, no day is special for the birth of any one.
Certainly, working class will vanish the all such customs
to celebrate such meaningless events introduced by the
parasitic rulers.

31-12-14.
(1)Birth of any one is not a special but quite normal and
natural event.
n fact, birth of any one is nothing but an outcome of the
union of 23 pair of Chromosomes. Thus, there is nothing
to celebrate it.
But, the Masters and Lords has introduced the such
function of celebration of their birth day's by claiming
that they were not ordinary people but great man by the
right of divine right holders, thus, born of them is not
normal but a special event. So, celebration of such
special event is the task of their slaves and subjects to
live with peace and prosperity by the kindness and kind
care of the said but so-called great men.
Such concepts and views has originated by the parasitic
people to serve and protect their parasitic interest by
confusing and misleading the oppressed classes by such
worship to the masters and lords-the rulers of class
divided societies.
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The capitalist class is not free from parasiticism. Thus,
they are for such nonsense celebration.
But, working class will win their world by vanishing the
parasiticism by vanishing the disabled ruling capitalist
class by vanishing the private property- the basis and
source of all nonsense jobs including parasiticism by a
communist revolution.

20-12-14
The Source of power to rule the slaves for the
sectarian interest of masters and lords from the unearthly,
unseen and unproved but claimed authority of all is
divine right.
Divine right holders and their beneficiaries are parasitic.
They had introduced the politics to serve and protect the
parasitic interest by introducing the private property.
Thus, the politics of divine right holder is known as
religion.
So, religions are nothing but the politics of masters and
lords that is divine right holders;
( B ) The Source of power to rule the wage slaves for the
capitalist interest from the voters is secularism- an
integral part democracy.
Sure, the revolutionary capitalist class has introduced the
politics of secularism for the democracy to develop the
capitalist society by defeating the divine right holders
and their claimed authorities along with the politics of
divine right holders.
( A )
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No doubt, they were against slavery but not wage slavery
to accumulate the capital by exploiting the wage slavesthe producer of capital.
Thereby, they are not against the private property to free
the whole human being by vanishing it by common
ownership of means of production.
Therefore, the politics of democracy is not against
exploitation, thereby, secularism is not enough to fight to
vanish the exploitation for the liberty and freedom of all
of the world.
Noted, the shameless reactionary capitalist class has
taken shelter to the politics of divine right holders to
confuse and divide the wage slaves to protect the
capitalist society from the disappearance of capitalism it
by the wage slaves.
Sure, the historical consequence of capitalism is
socialism.
Thus, the hateful reactionary capitalist class has been
fostering the politics of divine right holders by using the
scientific instruments by spreading the false ideas about
discrimination among the human being to protect the
classes to hide the secret of capital - the unpaid labour;
And
( C ) No rule man by man therefore, no classes to rule
and ruled thus, no exploitation man by man, thereby, no
politics that is the end of politics and the disappearance
of politicians that is the end of parasiticism by ending the
exploitation by ending the wage slavery by ending the
selling and buying system by vanishing the private
property by a communist revolution by the workers of the
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world by common ownership of the means of production
is COMMUNISM.
Certainly sure, Marx has discovered the SCIENCE OF
COMMUNISM.
So, only and only the Science of Communism is the only
practicing principle for the liberty and freedom of all of
the world.
Therefore, there is no option except rejection the
Leninism and Lenin to rebuild the communist movement
to form a communist party to unite the workers of the
world for a communist revolution for communism.
So, I am against Lenin but with Marx to rebuild the
communist movement.

19-12-14
Not ideologist but Marx was a scientist
Code of creation is science.
So, science is the factual statement of reality by repeated
experiment by inventing and discovering the cause and
effect of a matter or change of a matter therefore, science
is the fact sheet of a matter and material actions.
Thus, science is a proved fact.
Therefore, science is reality.
So, science is true.
He who is for science thereby trying to know science,
thus, caring science to understand and realize the science,
so, working by practicing the science is a scientist.
Marx did so and he has discovered the code of capital,
and the code of society for change.
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Ideology is nothing but a fabricated statement on creation
by the masters, lords and their beneficiaries for their
parasitic interest.
So, ideology is an ill motivated and manufactured story
therefore, its not factual or actual factual fact sheet of a
matter or material action.
So, ideology is lie and false
But, yet its an effective weapons to confuse and divide
the exploited.
Sure, ideologies are nothing but the politics of exploiters.
Undoubtedly, as a communist Marx was against
exploitation.
Sure, exploiters are for the private property along with
right of inheritance.
But, Marx was against private property with the right of
inheritance.
Certainly sure, exploitative societies are unscientific but
communism-the historical culmination of capitalism is a
scientific society.
Marx was for communism.
So, not an ideologist but Marx was a Scientist.
Sure, Marx was not a producer of the so-called Marxism
but he has discovered, formulated and explained the
SCIENCE OF COMMUNISM along with Engels.
But, Leninist parties are working on the basis of "
Marxism-Leninism, but not the science of communism.
So, no Leninist party is working for the communism.
In details: NO LENINIST PARTY IS COMMUNIST
PARTY, a book, published by the ICWF @
www.icwfreedom.org .
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16-12-14
The End of Exploitation
The end of exploitation man by man is the condition of
liberty and freedom of all of the world.
Therefore, the end of parasiticism is the condition of
liberty and freedom of all of the world.
Thus, the end of politics and political instruments and
weapons including political party and state is the
condition of liberty and freedom of all of the world.
Because, politics has introduced by the parasitic people
to serve and protect their sectarian parasitic interest and
state is the so powerful machine to chained and ruled the
oppressed by overpowering.
Noted, states are defunct under the rule of the IMF-the
controller of the world economy.
No doubt, all parasitic instruments including state will
disappear by the existing conditions of capital.
herefore, all of the world will be free from the chain of
state to rule man by man, thus, everyone will be free to
do anything freely and that is the liberty.

14-12-14
The outcome of exploiter and exploited is
Socialism
The capitalist class as a whole is exploiter.
The working class as a whole is exploited.
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Because, capital is nothing but the unpaid labour.
Thus, there is contradiction among the both classes.
So, the relation between both the classes is antagonistic
by the by born condition of capital.
However, the capitalist class it-self is not free from inner
and internal contradiction and conflict.
Therefore, the capitalist society is a society of
antagonism.
But, the end of antagonism among the human being is the
condition of an exploitation free society- the Socialism.
Sure, the outcome of contradiction between capitalist
class and working class is a antagonism free society- the
Socialism.
The culmination of contradiction of capitalist class and
working class is communist revolution to solve such
antagonism.
Therefore, unity of workers of the world is the first
condition for the solution by ending the antagonism.
But, unity of workers of the world for a communist
revolution is not possible without a working class party
for the same aim.
Thus, a working class party is unavoidable condition to
unite the workers of the world for a communist
revolution to vanish the capitalist society for
communism.
But, there is no such working class party to unite the
workers of the world for a communist revolution for
communism.
So, a communist party that is a working class party is a
historical necessity to unite the workers of the world to
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fight against wage slaver to end it by a communist
revolution-imposed by the reactionary capitalist class.
In details: For Communism, an article, published by the
ICWF @ www.icwfreedom.org .

12-12-14
The End of state is the condition for
liberty and freedom
State is a powerful machine to oppress and overpowering
others by its different tools and weapons by chaining by
its laws and rules to serve and protect the interest of
ruling class to exploit the wage slaves to accumulate and
increase the volume of capital.
Therefore, all are chained by the state made laws and
rules, thus, no one have liberty to do anything freely, if
there is state.
So, state it-self is against the liberty and freedom.
Undoubtedly, the end of state is the condition of liberty
and freedom of all of the world by the working class by
ending the classes by ending the capitalist private
property.
Noted, private property is the cause of existing of state
and state has originated from the private property by the
private property holders, but in the mean time the
capitalism has confirmed the defunct condition of states
by founding the IMF-the controller of the world
economy.
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In fact, state is dead under the rule of the IMF, founded
by the winners of 2nd world war including Leninist boss
Stalin.
Therefore, forming a new state by dividing the old one or
separating some area of state to form a new state does not
mean that there is liberty.
In fact. separation or division of a state is nothing but the
inability of a state to sustain.
But, politicians including Leninist are not free from lie
and cheat about the formation of a new state thus, they
have been soughting that there is liberty under the rule of
not only defunct states but also the mightiest syndicate the IMF.
Really, such bogus claim of liberty by politicians is not
only lie and false but also an intentional and motivated
political propaganda to confuse the working class by
such illusion for liberty and freedom.
Noted, politicians are the leading groups of the parasitic
groups -the exploiters of wage slaves of the world.
Sure, the end of parasiticism is the condition of liberty
and freedom of all.

The End.
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